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MERJENJE SOCIALNE POZORNOSTI S SLEDENJEM POGLEDA 

 

Izvleček 

V magistrski nalogi preučujemo vidno pozornost z opazovanjem vedenja v naravnem okolju. 

Na tem področju je bilo do sedaj narejenih zelo malo raziskav. Glavni namen naloge je 

ugotoviti, kateri faktorji izzovejo socialno pozornost. Veliko vedenj iz naravnega okolja, ki so 

povezani s socialno informacijo, se zazna preko socialne pozornosti. Naša hipoteza pravi, da 

je gibanje človeškega telesa osnova za prepoznavo in razlago socialnih dogodkov. Socialni 

ključi, ki jih uporabljamo za razlago dejanskih socialnih dogodkov, naj bi imeli osnovne 

značilnosti draţljajev, le-ti so spol, hitrost, barva, gibanje telesa in smer pogleda ljudi v 

opazovanem okolju (Shiffrar, 2008). Večina raziskav o socialni pozornosti je izvedenih v 

laboratoriju, kjer niso uporabili dinamičnih draţljajev. V naši študiji smo uporabili dinamične 

draţljaje iz resničnega okolja in s tem skušali podrobneje preučiti ta pojav. 

Empirična študija je bila izvedena z uporabo sledilca očesnih gibov (EOG
1
) in uporabe 

kratkih odsekov nadzornih kamer, ki vsebujejo socialne dogodke iz naravnega okolja. 

Udeleţenci so na štirih zaslonih sočasno opazovali posnetke nadzornih kamer z ţelezniške 

postaje. Njihova naloga je bila, da opazujejo vse zaslone ter se osredotočijo na stvari, ki jim 

pritegnejo pozornost. Med tem smo z uporabo EOG naprave merili smer očesnega pogleda. 

Testirali smo 100 priloţnostno izbranih udeleţencev. Zanimalo nas je tudi, če obstaja razlika 

v pozornosti med spoloma, zato smo testirali 50 moških in 50 ţensk. 

Rezultati naše raziskave so pokazali, da vidna pozornost ni naključno porazdeljena. Ljudje 

več poznosti namenijo ključem, ki vsebujejo evolucijski pomen (Birmingham & Kingstone, 

2009). To so lahko namere subjektov ali nepričakovani dogodki, ki izraţajo potencialno 

nevarnost. Raziskava je del evropskega projekta v okviru FP7, imenovanega VANAHEIM.
2
  

 

Ključne besede 

Biološko gibanje, gibanje človeka, smer pogleda, socialna pozornost, socialni ključ, vidno 

zaznavanje 

 

                                                           
1
 EOG je kratica za elektrookulograf. 

2
 VANAHEIM ang. Video/Audio Networked surveillance system enhAncement through Human-cEntered 

adaptIve Monitoring.  
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EYE GAZE BEHAVIOR AS A MEASURE OF SOCIAL ATTENTION 

 

Abstract 

The thesis combined visual attention in a natural environment with behavioral observation. 

The aim of the thesis was to find out which factors elicit social attention. Social attention in 

real world settings is caught by several behaviors that are linked to socially relevant 

information. The hypothesis is that human motion is the basis for recognition and 

interpretation of social events. Gender, speed, and body motion of the people present in the 

scene are some of the cues that our brains use to interpret a social event (Shiffrar, 2008). 

Previous work on social attention was limited to laboratory studies and did not use the 

dynamic stimuli. In our study we used dynamic stimuli from real world settings and through it 

trying to explain this phenomenon.  

The experiment was conducted with the use of electric occulo-graph (EOG) and surveillance 

videos that contain social events in a natural environment. We projected videos from 

surveillance cameras of an underground station, on four screens simultaneously. The 

participant’s task was to observe all  screens simultaneously and to look at the things that 

triggered his or her attention. During the experiment, we followed his or her eye gaze with the 

EOG device. Tested were 100 people convenience sampled. We are also looking at sex 

differences, therefore we tested 50 males and 50 females.  

Our results showed that visual attention is not randomly distributed. People pay greater 

attention to evolutionary relevant cues, such as intentions of others and unexpected events 

(potential threat) (Birmingham & Kingstone, 2009). We could show that visual attention can 

be used as a measure for relevance of a given scene. The research is part of the European FP7 

VANAHEIM
3
 project.  

 

Key words 

Biological motion, human motion, eye gaze, social attention, social cue, visual perception 

 

                                                           
3
 VANAHEIM: Video/Audio Networked surveillance system enhAncement through Human-cEntered adaptIve 

Monitoring (VANAHEIM, 2014).  
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1 Introduction 

Our thesis is a behavioral study measuring social attention in real world settings. Social 

attention is defined as the processes by which observers select and encode aspects of other 

people (Frank, Vul, & Saxe, 2011). Social attention in real world settings is caught by several 

behaviors that are linked to socially relevant information. It is imperative to study this 

phenomenon in real world settings, because previous work on social attention was limited to 

highly controlled experimental settings. 

Participants were looking at the surveillance videos that held social events in a natural 

environment. Their task was to look at the social events that brought their attention. A 

person’s eye direction was followed with the use of electric occulo-graph (EOG). The 

research was conducted on convenience sampling of 100 people. We were interested in sex 

differences; therefore, our participants were 50 males and 50 females. The master thesis is 

part of the European VANAHEIM
4
 project. 

The thesis is structured as follows. In section 2 anatomy of visual perception is presented. In 

this section the visual stimuli processing overview is provided. Section 3 introduces basic 

visual perception theories, such as Gibson’s (1966), Gregory’s (1972), Marr’s (1982) and 

Brother’s (1997) theories. Descriptions of attention theories are in section 4. Explanation of 

the theories supporting sex differences is in section 5. Section 6 represents our research’s aim 

and rationale. Section 7 demonstrates the methodology that we used for an experiment. It 

provides movies description, behavior coding and the EOG description. It continues with a 

description of experiment’s subjects, its set up and procedure explanation. Section 8 includes 

results description and discussion. The thesis concludes with a general conclusion in section 

9. 

2 Human Visual Perception  

Our study is based on the social attention, however description of human visual perception is 

needed because social attention and vision overlap. Social communication is mostly 

nonverbal and communicated largely by vision. In our everyday life, we depend on visual 

perception enormously, because accurate visual perception navigate us through the social 

world and ensures our survival (Eysenck & Keane, 2010). Far more of the cortex is devoted to 

vision than any other sensory processes. The path of conscious visual perception begins with 

retina. In the following section, the path of conscious visual perception is going to be 

described.  

 

2.1 Processing of Visual Stimuli  

As the light enters the eye through the cornea, the lens focuses incoming light rays into an 

upside down image on the retina. Incoming light triggers photochemical reaction in receptor 

cells rods and cones. Cones are responsible for detecting fine detail and color vision. Rods 

enable vision in dim light and are responsible for movement detection (Myers, 2006). 

Chemical reaction in turn activates bipolar cells. Bipolar cells activate the ganglion cells, the 

axons of which converge to form the optic nerve. This optic nerve transmits information to 

the visual cortex in the brain. This path is called retinofungal
5
 projection (Purves, Augustine, 

Fitzpatrick, Hall, LaMantia, McNamara, & Williams, 2004). From the retina, the ganglion cell 

                                                           
4 VANAHEIM is an acronym for Video/Audio Networked surveillance system enhAncement through Human-

cEntered adaptIve Monitoring (VANAHEIM, 2014). 
5 The name of retinofungal projection is derived from the Latin meaning of fungal, which is “to flee” and it is 

describing a pathway that is directed away from the structure (Bear, et al., 2007). 
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axons are passing through three structures, before they form synapses in the brain stem. The 

three structures are as follows: the optic nerve, the optic chiasm, and the optic tract. It begins 

with optic nerve, which exits from the left and right eye. The optic nerve from both eyes 

combines to form the optic chiasm. Here the axons from the nasal side of each retina cross 

sides (temporal do not cross), so that the left half of the visual field is perceived by the right 

hemisphere, and vice versa. This creates a binocular visual field, meaning that the central 

space of both visual fields is viewed by both retinas (Bear, et al., 2007). Following the parietal 

decussation, the axons of the retinofungal projection form the optic tracts. A small number of 

optic tract peel off to form synaptic connections with cells in the hypothalamus (Bear, et al., 

2007). Another 10% stimulate synaptic connections in the midbrain. Some retinal ganglion 

cells send axons to innervate structures other than LGN.
6
 Nonthalamic targets of the optic 

tract are the following: 

a.) Small number of axons goes to hypothalamus, which plays an important role in 

synchronizing a variety of biological rhythms, including sleep and wakefulness, with the 

daily dark-light cycle. 

b.) Direct projection goes to part of the midbrain, called pretectum. It controls the size of the 

pupil and certain types of eye movement. 

c.) Around 10% of the ganglion cells in the retina project to a part of the midbrain tectum, an 

area called superior coliculus. It is involved in generating saccadic eye movements and it 

orients the eyes in response to a new stimulus in the visual periphery (Bear, et al., 2007). 

The right and left LGN are located in the dorsal thalamus and are the major targets of the two 

optic tracts. It is the gateway to the visual cortex, leading to conscious visual perception. The 

neurons in the LGN give rise to axons that project to the primary visual cortex. This process is 

called optic radiation (Bear, et al., 2007). Each LGN is arranged in six distinct layers of cells, 

which are numbered 1 to 6. The right eye (ipsilateral) axons synapse on LGN cells in layers 2, 

3 and 5. The left eye (contralateral) axons synapse on LGN cells in layers 1, 4 and 6. Right 

LGN receives information about the left visual field, whereas the left visual field is viewed by 

the nasal left retina and the temporal right retina (Bear, et al., 2007). 

From the LGN on, the axons project to the striate cortex (V1). This area is called Brodmann’s 

area 17 and it is located in the occipital lobe. Striate cortex has an unusually dense stripe of 

myelinated axons running parallel to the surface that appears white in unstained sections. 

Cytoarchitecture of the striate cortex has at least nine distinct layers of neurons. However, 

neuroanatomists combine three sublayers into layer IV, labeled IVA, IVB, IVC. Layer IVC is 

further divided into two tiers called:  IVCα, IVCβ, I, II, III, IVA, IVB, IVCα, IVCβ, V and 

VI. Anatomical segregation of neurons into layers, suggests that there is a division of labor in 

the cortex similar as segregation in LGN (Bear, et al., 2007). Layers are distinguished by 

types and directions of neuronal connections with other parts of the brain. Axons from the 

LGN terminate to the individual layers of the striate cortex, mainly in layer IVC (Bear, et al., 

2007). Function of V1 is to recognize and perceive shade. Neurons analyze different visual 

properties of individual dots in our visual field (such as color, movement, shape, orientation) 

and it is specialized in pattern recognition (Bear, et al., 2007). The V1 also sends signals back 

to the LGN. Retina is not the main source of synaptic input. The major input, about 80% of 

the excitatory synapses, comes from primary visual cortex (Bear, et al., 2007). 

Beyond V1 lie another dozen distinct areas of cortex, which contain the representation of the 

visual world. From V1 the information is hierarchically transmitted to the rest of the visual 

cortex. First, it goes to the secondary visual cortex (V2), which is responsible for shape 

recognition. Then the information goes to the tertiary cortex (V3) and association areas (V4 

                                                           
6 Lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is a thalamic nucleus (Bear, et al., 2007). 

http://thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/a/a_02/a_02_cr/a_02_cr_vis/a_02_cr_vis.html
http://thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/a/a_02/a_02_cr/a_02_cr_vis/a_02_cr_vis.html
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and V5 or MT). Cells in V3 areas are responsive to form shapes of objects in motion 

(Eysenck & Keane, 2010). 

Two paths lead the way from striate cortex toward processing visual information. One is 

called ventral stream or “what” pathway and it is located in V4 area. V4 is an area in a 

temporal lobe and it is responsible for perception of the visual world and recognition of 

objects. It analyses shapes, colors and it identifies objects and faces. Other path is called 

dorsal stream or “where” pathway and it is located in parietal lobe (V5 or MT area). It 

controls visual motion, visual control of action and eye direction (Bear, et al., 2007). 

3 Visual Perception Theories  

The perceptual processes in our study can be described through the basic visual perception 

theories. We studied simple perceptual environment, where low-level visual information was 

processed by a visual system. Our cognitive system needs to organize and interpret 

surrounded stimuli. Perception is the process of organizing and interpreting sensory 

information (Myers, 2009). As described by Ule (2009), perception is an interpretation of 

impressions and a key to human experiences. It is a process, where the perceived stimulus 

from the environment comes to our consciousness and enables the next mental processing. 

During the perception process, the sensually stimulus interact with human previous 

experiences in a holistic, mental sense; therefore it is the link between human and his 

environment (Ule, 2009). It can be divided in two visual cognitive processing systems. 

Bottom-up or data driven processing is the analysis that begins with the sensory receptors and 

works up to the brain. It is unconscious and automatic response, often based on the emotional 

factors. For example in a frightening situation people often react quickly to save them from 

danger, if needed (Arvidson, 2006). Bottom-up processing is faster and can operate in parallel 

(Gilovich, Keltner & Nisbett, 2006). On the other hand, top-down or conceptually driven 

processing is processing of information guided by higher-level mental processes. It is based 

on our experiences and expectations (Myers, 2009). Top-down processing is systematic and 

conscious, where the meaning of the stimuli is actively interpreted. It is slower processing, 

which runs serially, solving one problem at the time (Gilovich, et al., 2006).  

There are theories of visual perception, which are supporting bottom-up processing of the 

stimuli or top-down processing. Gibson (1966) is one of the first supporting the view that 

perception is regarded as a bottom-up process. Our study supports his ecological view, 

because he emphasizes the importance of environment and human interaction. Contrary, 

Gregory (1972) supported the view that perception is regarded as a top-down process. 

Nonetheless, the complexity of human social behavior perception requires the analysis of both 

bottom-up in top-down approaches. Marr’s theory (1982) supported both processes.  

3.1 James J. Gibson (1966, 1979)  

The most relevant perceptual theory for our research problem is Gibson’s (1966) theory, 

because of the automatic environment perception (optic flow) of social information 

processing. Gibson is one of the most important 20th century psychologists in the field of 

visual perception. His theoretical approach is radical and it was ignored for many years. 

Previous scientists believed that the main function of visual perception was identification or 

recognition of objects in the environment, which involved vast cognitive processing. Gibson 

disagreed with this view, because it is not applicable to visual perception in the real world. 

His theory was viewed as ecological, because the main function of perception is to ease 

communication among the individual and its environment (Eysenck & Keane, 2010). 
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Gibson started his depth perception research in the army, where he examined how to train 

pilots as quickly as possible to fly. His method was unsuccessful, which lead him to a 

different approach, with a priority of surfaces perception in the environment. He based his 

theory on the ground where we move. The ground consists of surfaces at different distances; 

moreover, object surfaces consist of texture. Therefore, the environment is made of textured 

surfaces soaked in a medium (Bruce, Green, & Georgeson, 1997). Gibson (1979) stated: 

When I assert that perception of the environment is direct, 

I mean that it is not mediated by retinal pictures, neural pictures, or mental pictures. 

Direct perception is the activity of getting information from the ambient array of the  

light. I call this a process of information pickup that involves… looking around, 

getting around, and looking at things (as cited in Eysenck & Keane, 2010, p. 122). 

 

Gibson argued that perception is a bottom-up process, because perception begins with the 

stimulus itself. The input falling on the retina is considered as a pattern of light extended over 

time and space (Eysenck & Keane, 2010). A retinal image is passively sensed and it is not a 

starting point of perception. Starting point is the optic array, a pattern of light falling on the 

retina, including all the visual information from the environment. Optic array provides 

unambiguous or invariant information about the layout and other properties of objects in 

spaces. Gibson’s ecological approach introduces perception of the animal and environment as 

intimately interlinked, stating: 

            Perception of the world and of the self go together 

and only occur over time (as cited in Bruce, et al., 1997, p. 259). 

 

He wanted to show that the environment provides all the information needed to make sense of 

the world. Gibson claimed that movement of the observer produces variants in the 

information processing (Bruce, et al., 1997). When the observer moves, an optic array 

reconstructs. Perceiver detects the information from an optic array in three main forms: optic 

flow patterns, texture gradient and affordances (Bruce, et al., 1997). Optic flow happens when 

the movement occurs and the changes in the pattern of light reach an observer. An example of 

the optic flow is when the pilot is approaching a landing strip and the point (focus of 

expansion) to which he moves appears motionless, with the rest of the environment moving 

away from that point. Optic flow contributes to pilots’ invariant information about their speed, 

direction and information about heights. It can be used as a cue of a person’s direction (Bruce, 

et al., 1997). In addition, texture gradient provides a lot of information about the visual 

environment. As objects are passing by us, we have a gradient of texture density from the near 

edge to the far edge. According to Gibson’s direct theory of perception, the information is not 

processed, but it is “picked up” by the optic array with little or no informational processing. 

Optic array is actively sampled by an observer, suggesting that perception and action are very 

closely related (Bruce, et al., 1997). Perception influences action with minimal conscious 

awareness involvement. Gibson (1979) stated that all potential uses of object are perceived 

directly and called it affordances. For example a bike “affords” biking (Eysenck & Keane, 

2010). Dynamic changes over space and time can provide useful information in nonsocial 

perception, because of the invariant properties of objects and transfer their behavioral 

abilities, such as grasping. Stimuli from the environment, such as surfaces afford posture, 

collision and locomotion in terms of “fire affords warming”. It provides the animal 

information about its purpose. For example, the edibility of a fruit can be seen by its smell and 

texture (Montepare, 2010). It is similar for person’s perception, where dynamic stimulus can 

provide information about person’s invariant attributes (emotional state) and its behavioral 

affordances (hostility). For example, facial expression of a child indicates its dependency. 
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This adaptive value of recognizing and responding to emotional expressions of other people 

can be explained through Darwin’s (1872) evolutionary view. Facial expressions of emotion 

display information about intentions or their affordances that can signal approach, attack or 

avoidance. Facial expression for emotion anger can be perceived as an attack expression, 

where a person is most likely to act in hostile, unfriendly way and it can also possess 

dominant traits (forceful). Therefore, accurate perception of social affordances insures our 

survival and it has evolutionary importance (Montepare, 2010). 

3.2 Richard Gregory (1966)  

Contrary to Gibson, Gregory believed that experiences and prior knowledge are essential in 

perception. Gregory (1966) explained perception as: 

 

Perception is not determined simply by stimulus patterns. 

Rather, it is a dynamic searching for the best interpretation of the available data … 

which involves going beyond the immediately given evidence of the senses (as cited in 

Gross, 2005, p. 254). 

 

He argued that perception is a constructive process depending on top-down processing. In 

order to make sense of low-level information to the retina, the visual system needs to interpret 

the information from the experiences. According to Gregory, to interpret a specific sensory 

input, the perceptual system quickly selects the hypothesis, based on prior knowledge (Gross, 

2005). Mostly, the selected hypotheses are correct. Nonetheless, it can be incorrect in the case 

of visual illusions, where hypothesis is rebutted by the information perceived (Fulcher, 2003). 

Size constancy theory is perceiving objects to appear the same size, although retinal and 

illumination changes happened (Myers, 2009). For example, when we see a car from two 

blocks away, it looks small, however we still expect that it is large enough for transporting 

people. We recognize that it is a car, despite variations in orientation, size or shape. The 

process involved can be referred as constancy scaling. Gregory (1963) believed that visual 

illusions appear due to the inappropriate constancy scaling. The distortion of visual space 

happened due to the inappropriate distance scaling of an observed object (Gregory, 1963). An 

example is the Necker cube. It is a hollow cube, where line drawings occur to change in 

orientation depending on the viewing angle. Spontaneous reversals of the lines occur, because 

the brain develops two equally plausible hypotheses about the seen object and the brain is 

unable to choose among them (Fulcher, 2003). This view is contradicting Gibson’s ecological 

theory where he disagreed that the illusion should be a starting point for perception processing 

(Bruce, et al., 1999). His theory was most relevant when stimuli were presented very briefly 

or ambiguously and it was efficient in explaining visual illusion. Nevertheless, for explanation 

of visual perception as a whole, he underestimated the rich, real world sensory input, which 

was well explained by Gibson’s (1966) theory (Gross, 2005). 

3.3 David Marr (1982)  

David Marr (1982) is one of the pioneers of computational theory. This theory developed 

when a vision was seen as an information-processing system. Marr claimed that there are 

three distinct levels of theory that must be understood in order to explain information-

processing task. His tri-level hypothesis included the following three levels: the 

computational theory level, the algorithmic level and the implementation level (Bruce, et al., 

1999). A computational theory should be formulated first, which illustrates the task and 

methods needed to be performed by a visual system (Gross, 2005). The algorithmic level 

identifies which processes complete computations and what representations are formed from 
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these algorithms. Lastly, we interpret the implementation of the algorithm, which is either in a 

computer or in a neural tissue (Bruce, et al., 1999). 

Marr’s computational theory is focusing on what is being computed by the vision from the 

light and why. Definition of an edge and its light reflection are important. Early processing’s 

aim is to construct a description of structures seen in the image, such as shapes and 

orientations of objects. This is done in the steps described next (Bruce, et al., 1999). The steps 

are a series of representations giving detailed information about the visual environment; 

beginning with the bottom-up processes (Gross, 2005). First phase is a primal sketch, which 

based grouping on two-dimensional representations in the visual input of the main light-

intensity changes. It includes information about edges, contours and blobs. Second phase is a 

2 ½ D sketch based on the subject’s point of view, including orientation and depth of the 

visible surfaces. It uses the information provided by shading, motion, texture, shape and 

binocular disparity. The last phase is a 3-D model representation, describing a three-

dimensional object recognition stored in the memory and independent of the observer’s 

viewpoint (Gross, 2005). Marr and Nishihara (1978) claimed that to recognize an object, we 

match the 3-D model representation constructed from a visual stimulus against a catalogue of 

3-D model representations stored in a memory. To do this, we must identify the major axes of 

the visual stimulus. We need to identify concavities; which is the area where a form points 

into the object and are used to divide the visual image into the parts. Finally, the main axes of 

each part are found. This is a top-down process (Gross, 2005). Marr considered vision as a 

computation processing of symbolic image definition and his theory includes bottom-up and 

top-down interaction (Bruce, et al., 1999). Perception researchers who included social 

component, believed that the brain is not a general-purpose processor as argued by David’s 

Marr (Shiffrar, 2008). Their view is going to be described in the paragraph below. 

3.4 Social Perception  

Our study is based on cues that our brains use to interpret a social event. Those cues are found 

on basic levels, such as gender, speed, and body motion of the people present in the scene 

(Shiffrar, 2008). Cues are processed in a parallel, automatic way, even when the number of 

cues increase, time search stays the same. They are based on the level of social perception, 

which is processing information from social environment. It processes other people, social 

situations and perception of ourselves (Ule, 2009). Social cognition gives us a guideline for 

action. It gives us the means with which we can strengthen the information from the 

environment that is congruent with our intentions or avoidance of those which oppose our 

intentions. The ability to recognize facial expressions and from them predict behavior, as well 

as mental and emotional states, has a survival advantage (Adams, et al., 2011). Based on 

social information processing, we construe the world in which we live. We put ourselves in 

this image of the world and live in it (Ule, 2009). 

 

Leslie Brothers (1997) is one of the first who expended the field of social neuroscience, by 

claiming that the brain is primarily a social organ. Social vision implies a social brain 

(Adams, Ambady, Nakayama, & Shimojo, 2011). In order to understand how the brain works, 

it is important to incorporate the social constraints on neural development and evolution. 

Brothers (1997) stated that neural structures are optimized for execution and comprehension 

of social behavior (Shiffrar 2008). Brain evolution has been influenced by social factors. For 

example, color vision evolved to support dietary demands and eventually became involved in 

evolution of complex social signaling (Adams, Franklin, Nelson, & Stevenson, 2001). A brain 

is an organ of a social organism, daily enabling people to read bodily expression of others. 

This view is contrary to traditional perceptual models.  
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Brothers’ (1997) view raised the question whether sensory systems process social and 

nonsocial information in similar ways. Social cognition includes similar processes as 

perception of nonsocial information. The difference is that social categories interact as a 

stream of connected associations. Categories include not only people, but also their behaviors 

and habits. The main purpose of information categorization is to manage it with limited 

cognitive means. Concepts have explicit common features of objects in the world (Ule, 2009). 

Based on concepts, people experience the world and use it for orientation. Categorization 

filtrates and channel stimuli into meaningful categories. First, we need to identify objects in 

the environment by visual processing. We arrange perceived information into specific 

category, make permanent relationships with current information, and connect it to other 

experiences. Categories’ function is very important in our lives, because it makes perception 

simpler and faster. A child who is able to put a specific stimulus as life treating into a 

category endangered, he or she is able to control the surrounding environment. Prototypes are 

basic category, which includes different subcategories. When we recognize a specific object 

as representative of specific category, we do this on the conscious or nonconscious 

comparison to a typical representative of this category. The perception of one category can 

have an effect on another category. This effect is mainly bottom-up, because the basic traits 

are unconsciously perceived to predict other people’s intentions and to insure survival 

(Johnson & Freeman, 2010). Prototypes are cultural sensitive (Ule, 2009). Research shows 

that all levels of cognitive informational processing are under sociocultural influence (Ule, 

2009). Basic visual processing depends on social factors and the results of our study could be 

different in a different culture.   

4 Attention 

Attention is the cognitive process and it is one of the phenomenon in visual perception 

processing. It has a tremendous influence on perception of new information (Ule, 2009). The 

father of American psychology, William James (1890), explained attention as: 

Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind in clear and 

vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains 

of  thought... It implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with 

others, and is a condition, which has a real opposite in the confused, dazed, 

scatterbrained state (James, 1890, p. 403-404). 

 

We are surrounded by a large amount of the information and we can not process all the 

information fully. A fundamental phenomenon of the cognition is its limitation. According to 

James’ definition (1890), effective perception involves selection of some things over the 

other. James (1890) has divided models of attention to passive and active, where two models 

operate simultaneously. Active model is defined when attention is controlled by the 

individuals’ expectations, in a top-down way. Passive model of attention is controlled by the 

external stimuli, in a bottom-up way (Eysenck & Keane, 2010). The first stage supposed to be 

automatic, where the behavior is evaluated and analyzed. It is a passive model of attention, 

where attention is automatically captured by stimuli themselves. It refers to a bottom-up 

processing that is driven by stimuli’s emotional influence. It prioritizes the visual information 

that is most important to goals informed by the body’s basic, evolutionary important events 

(Todd & Anderson, 2010). Second stage is placing the information into a specific situation. It 

is an active model of attention, where initial schema is adjusting to a specific social context 

(Morris, Ames, & Knowles, 2001). When we have selected a specific category for a specific 

social event, we can make a cognitive schema about the social situation. Schema is structured 

knowledge about an event or a person, stored in a long-term memory. All knowledge that we 
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have about the world, is stored in cognitive schemas or mental maps. Once we have learned a 

specific schema, we perceive, remember and expect events as memorized (Ule, 2009). 

Schemas have an influence on attention. Attention is selective and we can not focus on every 

stimulus surrounding us. The gorilla study represents the extent in which schemas have effect 

on the attention. Simons and Chabris (1999) have done a gorilla study, where observers 

watched a movie of students passing the ball to each other (Eysenck & Keane, 2002). 

Students were divided in two groups and the participants’ task was to count how many ball 

passes two groups of students have made. At some point, a person dressed in a gorilla suit 

walks into a middle of the circle, stops, thumps his chest, and walks off. The results showed 

that 50% of the observers did not notice a person in a gorilla suit, even though a person 

dressed as a gorilla was present for 9 seconds (Gilovich, et al, 2009). The results suggest that 

we focus on the most important elements and ignore the rest of it. Human perception is 

limited and without schemas, our lives would be unorganized (Gilovich, et al., 2009). 

Implication of the gorilla study is that the preferred portion needs to be selectivity processed, 

by a selective attention. Cohen (2003) defined it as one of the fundamental capacities of our 

cognitive system, enabling to use effectively its limited resources in a flexible and dynamic 

way. Work on selective attention shows how effectively we select certain inputs rather than 

others. Human brain is an evolutionary adaptation of the organism. Its survival largely 

depends on relations with others; therefore, special functions for understanding of the social 

world should develop (Gilbert, 2001).  

4.1 Social Attention  

Visual system has evolved for the survival purpose. It is sensitive to factors on which an 

animal depends to survive. Humans are social animals and our survival depends on the ability 

to understand, influence and predict the other peoples’ behavior (Gilbert, 2001). Social 

attention is defined as the processes by which observers select and encode aspects of other 

people (Frank, Vul, & Saxe, 2011). Humans constantly make use of social cues to guide their 

behavior in ambiguous or dangerous situations. This is often done without conscious control 

or cognitive effort, in a bottom-up way, where the attention is caught from the periphery view 

(Arwidson, 2006). Capture of attention in the periphery view means that a person is aware of 

the object and he or she may look at it later (Rymill & Dodgson, 2005). The ability to detect 

and understand social cues is essential in order to avoid danger, such as to detect threats from 

potential predators and to enable social evaluation (Hoehl, Wiese, & Striano, 2008). 

4.1.1 Gaze and face perception 

Eyes and human faces fascinate us with surroundings from the day we were born. Strong 

sensitivity to the eye gaze is the key in social cognition development in the early life. Eyes 

carry complex mental states as desires, emotions or beliefs (Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper, 

2007). They can transmit important information about face identity and can provide a target of 

another’s attention (Langton, O’Donnell, Riby, & Ballantyne, 2006). Gaze that automatically 

orients one’s own attention to the direction of another’s gaze is the phenomenon called joined 

attention and it has been studied in infants for decades. Through an eye gaze we learn the 

names of unfamiliar objects and we get a sense of what others carry in their minds. Posner 

(1980) is one of the first who studied joint attention. He claimed that infants automatically 

shift their attention to where others are looking (Birmingham & Kingstone, 2009).  Baron-

Cohen (1995) indicated that joint attention might emerge, because of the innate module 

attuned to the visual appearance of eyes (Frischen, et al., 2007). Scaife and Bruner discovered 

that infants reliably follow caregivers head turns within the first year of life (Frischen, et al., 

2007). Whereas, Hood, et al. (1998), found that while observing shifts of eye gaze presented 
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on the computer screen, infants as young as three months old facilitated saccades to the 

direction of the gaze. (Frischen, et al., 2007). These studies indicate that human infants’ have 

a capacity to use another person’s eye gaze as a cue to attention and this ability develops very 

early in life (Frischen, et al., 2007). 

Not only do human infants have strong sensitivity for eyes, they also have an innate 

knowledge for human faces. Brothers (1989) stated: 

 

The visual appearance of a face … is immediately and obligatorily transformed into 

the  representation of a person (with dispositions and intentions) before having access 

to consciousness (as cited in Gobbini, 2011 in Todorow, Fiske, & Prentice, 2011, p. 

40). 
 

Faces convey a wide variety of social information. Similar to Brothers (1997) view, the 

dynamic changes in the face do not just tell us about the identity, but also about the person’s 

intentions, emotional states and desires (Bruce, et al., 1997). As mentioned in the visual 

processing part, the ventral pathway in the brain is responsible for face recognition. The 

information goes to the limbic system, to the amygdala, which gives an emotional response to 

a face (Gross, 2005). We perceive the information provided by faces in an automatic and 

often nonconscious way. Species discrimination from facial cues happens very early in 

infancy. Goren et al. (1975) study’s results showed that newborn infants, with an average age 

of nine minutes, tracked schematic patterns looking like faces more than control patterns with 

rearrangement of the same features (Bruce et. al., 1997). Heron-Delaney et al. (2011) has 

done a recent empirical research demonstrating that three month old and six month old infants 

can distinguish among human and non-human faces, whereas neonates could not. This 

emphasizes the importance of being able to discriminate among members of your own species 

and others (Little, Jones, & DeBruine, 2011). Both studies are suggesting that human infants 

might have an innate knowledge for face processing. Innate knowledge of how faces and 

heads look like has an evolutionary importance, allowing infants to selectively attend to such 

objects and learn more about the appearance of their caregivers (Bruce et. al., 1997). 

Furthermore, fearful faces that may signal a threat automatically capture attention. Even 

before infants are able to regulate behavior according to adults’ emotional signals toward 

objects or people, infants’ attention system can already be affected by social cues that signal 

threats (Hoehl, et al., 2008). Face perception during adulthood is important, because it gives 

us the information needed for social interaction. It can show us if they are female or male, 

happy, hostile or friendly. These facial cues are communicating if the person should be 

approached or avoided (Bruce et. al, 1997). Neural structure involved in processing threat 

detection is the amygdala. Amygdala is a structure located in a limbic system, involved in the 

regulation of emotion and memory. It is responsible for emotional evaluation of the stimuli, 

engaging in flight or fight mode, which is a fast evolutionary visual path (Bear, et al., 2007). 

It is particularly sensitive to fearful expressions and to eye gaze direction regarding angry and 

fearful faces (Frischen, et al., 2007). Another important cortical region is the STS.
7
 It is the 

central component of the wider neural network system for social perception. STS is connected 

to the parietal cortex, which is implicated in orienting the attention. It decodes the social 

meaning of nonverbal cues such as movements of hands and body, as well as eyes and mouth. 

It is supposed to code biological motion (Frischen, et al., 2007). 

 

4.1.2 Biological motion 

                                                           
7
 STS is shorter for the superior temporal sulcus, located in temporal lobe (Bear, et al., 2007). 
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Human visual system is highly sensitive to biological motion (Thorton, Pinto, & Shiffrar, 

1998). Motion is a powerful segmentation cue in evolutionary terms. It allows communication 

among people and it displays a representation of mental states of other people’s intentions and 

beliefs in interpreting and predicting behavior (Shiffrar, 2011). It has been indicated that 

biological motion processing is stimulus driven and it can be achieved automatically, via low-

level mechanisms, supporting bottom-up processes (Thornton, et al., 1998). Human visual 

sensitivity to biological motion can be described through point-light displays of human 

motion (Shiffrar, 2011). Gunnar Johansson (1973) is the founder of point-light displays of 

human motion methodology, who based his methodology on the presumption that visual 

elements moving together are grouped together. Johansson attached small markers or point-

lights to the major joints and head to a moving actor. The actor was filmed in the dark and 

point-lights only were visible to the observer. There were 10 to 13 points viewed and as soon 

as the actor started to move, the observer could recognize the moving points as a human 

motion (Johansson, 1973). From point-light displays, it can be shown that humans are able to 

read gender, identity, intentions, vulnerability, potential reproductive fitness, emotional states, 

and actions (Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009). Extremely fast recognition of few point-light displays as 

a human form, suggests that correct grouping of displays happen early in visual processing 

(Johansson, 1973). 

Johansson’s study of point-light displays of human motion raised a question whether the same 

motion processing strategies are used during the analysis of human motion and object motion. 

Pinto and Shiffrar (2009) did a study using global configural analysis. Evidence for 

spatiotemporally global analyses of human motion comes from tasks involving masked point-

light displays (Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009). Observers view displays containing a point-light 

defined person, who is masked by the superimposition of additional moving point-lights 

(Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009). Motion of each masking point is identical to the motion of the points 

defining a person. The global configurations of the points distinguish the person from the 

mask. The results showed that the observers are able to detect the presence and direction of 

upright point-light person that was hidden with a mask. The mechanism underlying the 

perception of human movement responds to the configural information (Pinto & Shiffrar, 

2009). Moreover, brain imaging studies support the theory that the visual perception of human 

movements differ from the perception of object movements (Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009). Visual 

perception of point-light displays selectively trigger activity in the premotor cortex in 

response to human movement. Not all actions are treated equally by the visual perception. As 

mentioned before, functional premotor cortex, such as STS, is sensitive to the division among 

human and object motion. The STS area responds strongly to the point-light displays of 

human motion. EEG data indicate that premotor cortex has an important role in the perception 

of coherent point-light displays of human movement (Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009). However, if 

scrambled point-light displays are shown, there is no such role. This indicates that the point-

light display of human movement must be consistent with the observer’s internal body 

schema of actions, before the action happens (Kaiser, Shiffrar, & Kevin, 2011). Visual 

perception of human movements has the components of mirror systems, whereas perception 

of object and animal movement do not involve mirror system components (Pinto & Shiffrar, 

2009). 

4.1.3 Infants’ sensitivity to biological motion 

Infants from four to six months can distinguish among the point-light displays of random 

motion and human motion, as well as inverted and upright point-light displays. Recent work 

indicates that two day old infants show preference for upright human motion, indicating that 

the capacity to orient towards human action might be innate (Shiffrar, 2011). Sensitivity to 

visual displays of human motion evolves as an observer is developing. Three month olds can 
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detect point-light walker, but detection of upright and inverted point-light walkers is the same. 

Two months later an observer can detect upright walker already. Findings from the infant 

studies on the point-light display demonstrate that detection of human movement is different 

from object movements (Shiffrar, 2011). Human movement is the only action that an infant 

can perceive and produce. This indicates that humans have innate body schemas for detection 

of human movement and visual motor experience with human movement (Pinto & Shiffrar, 

2009). 

Observing another person’s action activates a corresponding motor program, called mirror 

system. That means that observation of a particular action brings out the same patterns of 

activity in the premotor areas that are also involved when performing an action (Frischen, et 

al., 2007). Mirror neuron activity plays important role not only in action imitation, but also in 

decoding the goal of action and eventually understanding another person’s intentions. It is a 

key element in the theory of mind. Baron-Cohen (1992) explained that children could assign 

other people’s mental states or desires based on only his or her gaze direction by the age of 

three or four. By the age of five, children can learn that the eyes can give information that 

other people want to hide from them (Frischem, et al., 2007). There is the evidence that mirror 

system is weaker in males. Gender differences are already displayed at very early stages in 

development. By the age of around 12 months, male infants make less eye contact and are less 

oriented towards faces than female infants are. At approximately the same age, female infants 

are drawn more to the videos showing biological motion opposed to mechanical motion 

(Alwall, Johansson, & Hansen, 2010). 

5 Sex differences 

Attention orientation is influenced by individual differences, such as gender. Sex differences 

in cognition are small, unreliable, or have dramatically diminished in recent decades. 

However, there are some cognitive sex differences. According to Kimura (2004) traditional 

hunting-gathering schema is valuable in providing a paradigm for understanding human sex-

differentiated behavior (Kimura, 2004). Hunting-gathering schema supports the view that 

behavior is an interdependent combination of physiological and environmental factors. The 

differences among sexes are based on the evolutionary explanation. Our ancestors seemed to 

live in a semi-nomadic society, where hunting animals and gathering plants for food ensured 

survival. According to the Darwin (1859) evolutionary theory, the environment “selects” traits 

to the individual to endorse survival, in some form of natural selection (Kimura, 1999). It 

suggests that the environment has selected different skills for male and female, who lived in 

cooperation. Males were physically stronger; therefore, their role was dominant, as a defender 

and a hunter. They were making tools and weapons; they were responsible for transport 

devices and defending the group against predators. Women, on the other hand, were 

responsible for food gathering near to home, food preparation, making clothes, caring for 

home, infants and small children (Kimura, 1999). This division of labor could have an 

influence on sex differences. Males were selected for long distance navigation and catching 

an animal, suggesting that they developed abilities for various scene orientations and accurate 

targeting. Since males were making tools, they could have developed a necessity for 

symmetry in making tools. Females were selected for fine motor skills, perceptual 

discriminations and short distance navigation using landmarks. Those skills enable females to 

detect small changes, such as home displacements that might signal an intruder (Kimura, 

1999). 

Kimura (1999) suggests that it is likely that the cognitive differences and differences in motor 

skills among sexes arose from evolutionary history (Kimura, 1999). Females supposed to be 

better than males in landmark memory, object location memory, perceptual speed, verbal 
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fluency/labeling, verbal and item memory, calculation and intrapersonal motor skills (fine 

finger movement) (Kimura, 2006). There is a sex difference in social perception. Women 

appear to be better in reading social cues than men (Kimura 1999). In our evolutionary past, 

being able to understand other people’s facial expressions and body posture enabled women 

to avoid conflict in a male dominating world. In addition, it was helpful in raising an infant, 

who was unable to speak if something was wrong. Women’s ability to read a child’s facial or 

body expression would enhance their children’s survival. On the other hand, males better 

performed on tasks such as route learning, line orientation, spatial visualization, spatial 

orientation (rotation), mathematical reasoning, and extrapersonal motor skills (throwing 

accuracy) (Kimura, 2006). Sex differences in vision can be rated by measuring the distance of 

peripheral view while looking at the central point or by measuring acuity. Acuity is the ability 

in detecting a small object within the visual field. While women supposed to have somewhat 

larger visual field, men supposed to perform better on the acuity measures (Kimura, 1999). 

Even though the traditional hunter-gathering schema is questioned nowadays, there are some 

studies, which support the idea that women are more socially oriented than men (Alwall, et 

al., 2010). Proverbio, Zani and Adorni (2008) described a study where they were comparing 

females and males’ brain activity while observing images of people and landscapes. The 

results showed that females reacted strongly to the scenes with humans (Alwall, et al., 2010). 

Sokolov et al. (2011) believe that females perform better than males at detecting biological 

motion and bodily emotions shown by the point-light displays (Anderson, Bolling, Schelinski, 

Coffman, Pelphery, & Kaiser, 2013). Arvidson et al. provides several examples, where 

study’s findings are showing that females are more responsive to social and affective cues 

than males (Anderson, et al., 2013). For example, in two event-related potential (ERP) study 

done by Proverbio et al. (2008), participants view pictures of human social scenes. In 

response to the viewing pictures, they found a greater N200 activation in bilateral superior 

temporal gyrus and cingulate cortex in females. This finding indicated enhanced processing of 

social information in females adults (Arvidson, et al., 2013).  

6 Aim and rationale of the research  

The research’s aim and its rationale are going to be described in this section. The aim of the 

thesis was to find out which factors elicit/affect social attention, as well as testing for sex 

differences. Previous work on social attention was limited to highly controlled laboratory 

studies and to oversimplified, static stimuli. It is important to study this phenomenon in real-

life situations as stimuli. In our experiment, we have used dynamic, close to real life stimuli to 

measure attention in a social situation. In vision research, the term bottom-up is guided to the 

direction by low-level features of visual objects or scene. Itti & Koch (2001) provided 

examples of those features, such as color, brightness, orientation, contrast or movement (Todd 

& Anderson, 2010). Yarbus (1967) described the path of the eyes while observing a scene and 

concluded that eyes are scanning the scene continually to look at interesting areas (Rymill & 

Dodgson, 2005). A new object seen by the peripheral vision will capture attention. Many 

factors can influence the peripheral capture, mainly the object motion and its size. Observer 

continually monitors the surrounding area to see if anybody comes in his or her peripheral 

vision (Rymill & Dodgson, 2005). We wanted to know if behaviors that we selected and 

coded, are some of the cues that will bring the most attention. Behaviors occurring in the 

videos were annotated with a catalogue consisting of 10 items, which was developed by the 

VANAHEIM consortium. Our first hypothesis is based on the presumption that the human 

motion is the basis for recognition and interpretation of social events (Shiffrar, 2008). 

Therefore, the more human motion the scene will involve, the more people will pay attention 

to it. Second hypothesis is that coded behaviors will capture the attention of the participants. 
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However, the most attention will be caught by behaviors that involve the most motion 

calculated by dense optical flow. Optical flow is used for motion analysis, describing three-

dimension structure of the scene and motion of the objects. It is a robotic visual motion 

detection algorithm and it is used in a computer vision (Fleet & Weiss, 2006). For our study 

purposes, we used dense optical flow, which computes all points in the frame (OpenCV, 

2014). Lastly, we wanted to know, if there are sex differences in what attract social attention. 

Our hypothesis is that female will detect cues with social interaction better than men will, 

whereas men would be better in threat detection (Kimura 1999).  

 

Our research was guided by the following research questions: 

(1) What attracts our attention in social settings? What is (socially) interesting to us in the 

natural setting? What cues does our brain use to interpret a social event? 

(2) Which coded behaviors are going to bring the most attention? Are coded behaviors, which 

involve the most motion, going to have the most influence on the participant’s attention? 

(3) Do the sex differences have important effect on social attention? 

6.1 Vanaheim project  

Our study is part of the European VANAHEIM project. The VANAHEIM project consists of 

three different projects. Our research is part of the project named »Automatic sensor selection 

for videowall management”. Aim of the project was a development of an autonomous stream 

selection, such as content-based audio/video sensor selection system for control rooms 

(VANAHEIM, 2014). Vigilance studies indicated that security operators become less efficient 

after hours of working and can miss low-frequency events. It is challenging to follow all 

events in the screens, if almost all scenes are occupied. The problem is that the probability to 

watch the right screen at right time is very low (VANAHEIM, 2014). Project’s goal was a 

development of autonomous stream selection to make the video/audio monitoring tasks easier 

and more efficient for security operators in control rooms. The security operators are going to 

have an option of fully or partly automatic monitoring system, to select which screens should 

be automatically controlled, in order to reduce manual operation of the operator and increase 

the probability to watch/listen the right streams at the right time (VANAHEIM, 2014). This is 

going to be very helpful to detect threats or sudden events in the train station. For example, a 

situation that can cause a potential threat is a case where a mother and a child are running to 

catch a train. The mother can make it in time to get in the train, while a child can be left 

behind. The train station’s security employees must intervene to get a child in a safe place and 

contact his/her mother. It is important to intervene as soon as possible, therefore they would 

like to develop an automatic sensor selection system. Another issue they are trying to solve is 

when there is nothing happening in the scene. Dealing with “empty vs. occupied” scenes is a 

trivial scenario. In these cases, controllers can easily miss something important. With our 

study’s results, VANAHEIM researchers will make models to characterize video streams 

content where these problems were addressed. They will create autonomous selection system, 

where security operators are going to be more efficient in detecting unusual events. 

 

7 Methodology  

In order to find out which behaviors (if any) attract people's attention, we conducted a pilot 

study. For the pilot study’s set up we used four computer screens, where two were placed on 

the top of the other two, making a square formation. Each computer screen was programmed 

as a specific number on a keyboard. Number 1 was programmed for a computer screen placed 

on the upper left side. Number 2 on the keyboard was a computer screen placed upper right. 

Computer screen on the lower left side was number 3 and computer on lower right side, was 
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number 4. The participants had to imagine that they were a virtual operator and to monitor all 

four screens simultaneously. Whenever they saw something that triggered their attention, they 

had to press a key on the keyboard corresponding to a specific computer screen where an 

interesting event appeared. The preliminary results showed that there is a high chance that 

participant’s attention was triggered by the same behaviors. There is an agreement among 

participants on which behaviors attracted their attention, where the possibility for this to occur 

is very low. After the pilot study was finished, we proceeded with an actual experiment. 

Results from the pilot study were given to the VANAHEIM consortium, which developed a 

final behavior catalogue represented in a Table 1. 

7.1 Movies  

For our study, we selected randomly 150 movie parts of two minutes duration, from a whole 

week of camera recordings of 800 CCTV
8
 video streams. One week recording combined to 

630 hours of video time. From 150 selected movies, it was 5 hours of filmed video time. We 

coded behaviors occurring in the selected surveillance videos from European metropolitan 

train station. It was recorded from nine different camera views, which were situated in 

different station locations. Those cameras are the following: ASC Atrio 1, ASC Atrio 2, 

Bigliettatrice 1, Bigliettatrice 2, Via 1 B, Via 1 C, Via 2 A, Via 2 B, and Tornelli. In the 

experiment, the sequences of selected episodes were resented randomly. In the appendix II 

figure 1 and 2 represent infrastructure plan of the train station. Figure 1 shows the hall and it 

corresponds to the level where the system automatic ticket machines are. Figure 2 shows the 

train platform. Other information about the train station layout and cameras location is 

confidential.  

7.2 Behavior coding  

Selected behaviors are interesting for social attention and are the behaviors that we can 

usually observe at a chosen environment. We received developed catalogue by the 

VANAHEIM consortium. Catalogue was consisting of 10 items of behaviors. The coded 

behaviors are described in the coding scheme represented in a Table 1. 

Table 1 

Coding scheme for our selected behaviors   

         Behavior Code                   Description No. of 

times 

coded
a 

No. of 

movies
b 

Disabled 

people/children alone 

CD When disabled person appeared or when 

children were walking alone in recorded 

train station. 

3 3 

Change in a group size CS When two or more people met or were 

separated. 

42 27 

Forbidden object FO When a forbidden object was presented in 

the scene. Forbidden objects in a particular 

train station are bikes, dogs without a 

muzzle, and very big objects 

7 6 

                                                           
8 CCTV stands for closed circuit television. These are the video cameras used for surveillance purposes (e.g. 

train stations). 
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Group GP When more than two people are walking or 

standing close to each other. 

553 121 

Left luggage LL When a person left a luggage standing by 

itself and going away from it. 

1 1 

Standing 

around/loitering 

LS When a certain person was standing alone 

for more than one minute in a recorded two-

minute movie scene. 

26 20 

People running PR When people were running. 43 35 

Turnstile problems TS When people had problems with turnstile. 

Defined as when a person had to switch a 

turnstile three times due to the ticket 

rejection. 

7 7 

Falling FG When person fell. 0 0 

Conflict/violence CV When people were fighting or violating 

rules on the train station, as destroying 

escalator. 

0 0 

No object NO When nothing happened on this frame. 88568 150 

a 
Number of times coded. 

b 
Number of movies in which code appears. 

Behaviors were coded in a 150 two minute video parts, from recording one whole week of 

videos in the train station. Group is the behavior that was coded the most. It was coded 553 

times in 150 selected surveillance movies. Behavior left luggage appeared only once. The last 

two behaviors: falling and conflict/violence were not noted in the selected movies; therefore 

we did not include them in the analysis. In selected movie clips, we have coded 682 behavior 

codes counted all together (1364 for both sexes). We presented 5 frames per second, where 

200 ms was duration for a frame, starting from 0. If there was no code on a frame, we labeled 

it as “NO”, meaning nothing happened on this frame. There were 88568 no frame codes. 

Number of movies in which selected codes appeared can be seen in the last line. Code “no 

object” has been represented in the most movies (150). Behavior “group” had also appeared in 

a high amount of movies (121). 

7.2.1 Reliability  

Before we started running the experiment, we had to make sure that we are showing quality 

movies and agree on relevant behaviors. In order to ensure accurate behavioral coding, 

observers needed to establish point-by-point agreement about each behavior code first and 

then go through training (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). After agreement upon the behavior 

codes, all 150 movies were screened by two project researches for training. Once the training 

was done, the same two observers coded all movies again. To assure that observers are 

accurate and that our procedures are replicable, an additional, independent observer had 

checked their coding. To accomplish observers agreement, we have used an agreement 

statistics Cohen Kappa, which was 0,27. Cohen Kappa is statistic, which demonstrates point-

by-point agreement among observers (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). Size of coefficient of 

concordance was 0,72 and it is a statistical measure representing the degree of relation among 

two sets of codings (Sheskin, 2004). The consistency of codings can be decided by the 

relation of codes missed by one observer. Calculation of agreement was done with the use of 

confusion matrix. It monitors the areas of disagreement, where the reality checker scans the 
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clusters off the diagonal. It shows confusions among specific codes (Bakeman & Gottman, 

1997). Matching number of our confusion matrix was 902. An example can be seen in the 

appendix II (look at 11.2.2). 

  

Virtual screener program was programmed in a language Python. We annotated behavioral 

codes in 150 movies with the use of a keyboard, which was programmed to annotate the code 

to the behavior in a movie. Once we coded the behavior, the code was marked on the screen’s 

left corner. The coded behavior could be changed or deleted by the correction mode (CRT). 

Each behavior was programmed on the keyboard and each behavior had its own 

corresponding key. Coding was close to real time. For each coded movie, there was a text file 

showing annotated behaviors. More information about the keyboard layout is represented in 

the appendix II (look at 11.2.3).  

7.3 Eye tracker  

Eye tracker is a device used for measuring eye movements. Therefore, before describing the 

devices, the main structures of the eye are going to be described in the following paragraphs.  

7.3.1 Structure of the eyeball 

The eyeball has three layers. The layers are the aqueous humour, lens and vitreous body 

(Rogers, 2011). Cornea and sclera are part of the outermost layer. The white part of the eye is 

called sclera, located in the outermost eye layer, where in the outer layer it is transformed into 

cornea (Purves, Augustine, Fitzpatrick, Hall, LaMantia, McNamara, & Williams, 2008). 

Cornea is a glassy transparent surface of the eye. Its function is to focus the light from the 

photoreception (Rogers, 2011). 

The middle layer or uvea includes choroid, iris and the ciliary body (Rogers, 2011). Eyeballs’ 

innermost coat is the retina (Rogers, 2011). Macula lutea is the yellow area of the retina 

which is responsible for central vision. When the gaze is fixed on the object, a center of 

macula, a center of the lens and object are in straight line (Rogers, 2011). The fovea marks the 

center of macula and it contains cones (Bear, et al., 2007). Fovea is the main region for 

observing the environment in detail. 15-50% of the fovea’s acuity is a peripheral vision 

(Rymill & Dodgson, 2005). 

 

7.3.2 Eye movements 

Eye movements enable exploration of the world. According to Purves et al. (2008), there are 

five basic types of eye movements: saccades, smooth pursuit movements, vergence 

movements, vestibulo-ocular movements and optokinetic movements. Eye movements can be 

grouped into two functional categories. Movements that are directing the fovea to new object 

of interest (process named foveation) are saccades, smooth pursuit movements and vergence 

movements (Purves et al., 2008). Vestibulo-ocular movements’ and optokinetic movements’ 

function is to stabilize the gaze when the head moves. It compensates disturbances that can 

cause the fovea being displaced from a target, which has been already foveated (Purves et al., 

2008). Vestibulo-ocular movements or fixation reflex can be defined as the time between each 

saccade (Bulling, Ward, Gellersen, & Tröster, 2010). 

Saccades are rapid and ballistic eye movements that abruptly change the direction of fixation 

(Purves et al., 2008). Both eyes move as a pair and are scanning the environment. Conjugate 

eye movements are movement of both eyes in the same direction (Fitzgerald, 1992). The eyes 

are constantly moving in order to create a mental map of interesting parts in the viewing scene 

(Bulling, et al., 2010). Only the fovea perceives with high acuity. Saccades can occur 

voluntarily and are initiated in the frontal eye fields (Fitzgerald, 1992). On the other hand, 

saccades can occur reflexively. Those automatic scanning movements are made in response to 
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an object that appears in the peripheral visual field and it can be made unconsciously (Conn, 

2008). Automatic movements are activated by superior colliculus (Fitzgerald, 1992). 

Smooth pursuit movements are voluntary, slower tracking movements of the eyes. They are 

conjugate eye movements and their function is to keep the focus of moving stimulus in the 

visual field on the fovea once foveation is achieved (Purves et al., 2008). 

Vergence movements are disconjugate eye movements. Their function is to align the eye axes 

to objects at different distances. They affect convergence or divergence of eye movements 

(Land & Tatler, 2009). Convergence is a reflexive inward eye movement response, when 

viewing an object that is near to us. Divergence eye movement is a reflexive outward 

response, when viewing an object that is far away from us (Purves et al., 2008). 

All eye related behavior (eye movements, saccades, etc.) are guided by six extraocular 

muscles surrounding the eyes involving three antagonistic pairs. The antagonistic pairs are the 

following: the lateral and medial rectus muscles, the superior and inferior rectus muscles and 

the superior and inferior oblique muscles (Purves et al., 2008).  

7.3.3 Eye tracking techniques 

In the following paragraph, two types of eye tracking techniques are going to be briefly 

described. The first type of eye movements monitoring techniques was not included in our 

research. It is a video-based tracker measuring the position of the eye relative to the head. It 

works by capturing the video images of the eye, processing the video frames and outputting 

the eye’s x and y-coordinates relative to the screen being viewed (Duchowski, 2007). It is 

practical for graphical or interactive applications, fairly accurate, noninvasive, and not 

difficult to integrate with the graphic system. Their limitation is sampling frequency limited 

by the video frame rate, which is 60 Hz (Duchowski, 2007). 

In our study, we used an Electro-OculoGraphy (EOG) device for measurements of the eye 

direction. It is a method based on the corneal reflection and the advantage of this technique is 

a sampling rate used for point of regard measurements (Duchowski, 2007). There are four 

categories of this type of measurements: Electro-OculoGraphy (EOG), scleral contact lens, 

Photo-OculoGraphy (POG) or Video-OculoGraphy (VOG) and video-based combined pupil 

and corneal reflection (Duchowski, 2007). Probably the most used is the video based corneal 

reflection eye tracker (EOG). More information about other devices can be found in 

Duchowski (2007). 

7.3.4 EOG device 

In order to measure the participants’ eye direction, we used an EOG device (electro-

occulograph), which is an inexpensive head mounted device. It records eye movements via 

voltage difference between the cornea and retina, called “corneo fundal potential”, where the 

cornea is electrically positive relative to the back of the eye (AdInstruments, n.d.
9
). It uses the 

signal generated by the dipolar electric potential field of the eye in the range 15–200 μV, with 

nominal sensitivities of order of 20 μV/deg of eye movement (Duchowski, 2007). It can sense 

different variations as the eye moves from the center position towards the periphery. The 

electrodes detect a resting potential, meaning that the eyes are not moving. During resting 

potential, a voltage is not recorded. Eye movements cause an electrical dipole, oriented from 

retina to the cornea. Electrodes placed around the eyes detect the rotations of the electrostatic 

dipoles (Shipulina, Campbell, & Cimen, 2009). Figure 1 is an illustration of the EOG signal 

produced by the horizontal eye movements. When the eyes move to the right, potential 

                                                           
9
 N.d. is no date. Publication date is missing. 
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becomes positive. Eye movement to the left results in the opposite effect (Shipulina, et.al., 

2009). 

 

                                                 Figure 1: EOG signal by horizontal eye movements 

An EOG device enables accurate recording changes in voltage potentials generated as a 

consequence of eye related behavior (Shipulina, et.al., 2009). Saccades, fixations and blinks 

are the eye movements needed for the EOG analysis. Characteristics of saccades are 20 

degrees for the amplitude and 10 ms to 1000 ms for the duration. 100 ms to 200 ms is the 

average fixation duration (Bulling et al., 2010). There are 12 to 19 eye blinks made in a 

minute; however, it can be influenced by environmental factors, such as brightness or 

cognitive workload. The average blink duration is from 100 ms to 400 ms (Bulling et al., 

2010). 

7.4 The Experiment 

7.4.1 Subjects 

We tested 100 participants (50 male and 50 female) convenience sampled. The average age of 

the participants was 24 (SD=4). A participant could be anyone who was present in the area of 

the student center on Althanstraße I and II in Vienna. The experiment took place in Urban 

Ethology department, University of Vienna in Austria. 

7.4.2 The experiment set up 

The experimental set up included a chair for participants to sit on during the experiment. We 

used a projector in order to project four movies on the white wall in front of the participant. 

The projector was connected to a computer where we programmed our experiment program. 

We used an EOG device and a head fixation device. EOG device is very sensitive and even a 

slight movement can put the signal out of range. For head stabilization, we used a self-built 

head and chin stabilization device. 

To run the experiment, we used two computers. Movies seen by the participants were stored 

on the first computer and projected on the white wall. The second computer was used for 

EOG program recordings. Combining two computers to work simultaneously, we used 

Arduino board. The set up can be seen in the figures 2 and 3 presented below. 
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         Figure 2: The experiment set up                      Figure 3: Position of computers, Arduino board and the EOG 

7.4.3 Experiment procedure 

The subject came in the experimental room, which was located at the Anthropology 

department. They were asked to sit in front of the white wall, where the videos were 

projected. While the experiment was running, we turned off all the lights and kept the 

distraction level to the minimum. It is important that there were no distractions in the room, so 

that the subject could be focused only on the stimuli. 

There were only two experimenters present in the room. One experimenter was explaining the 

experimental procedure to the subject and the other was working on stabilizing the EOG 

signals. The subject’s task was to monitor the screens simultaneously and to look at the things 

that triggered their attention. They were asked to put themselves in the shoes of an operator 

(figure 4 and 5). 

                                                    

 Figure 4: Participant’s position during an experiment                       Figure 5: Display of the movies 

After the explanation of the task, we placed the EOG electrodes to the participant’s face to be 

able to record his or her eye movements. In order to have all electrodes to work properly, we 

had to clean the participant’s face first and make sure that the electrodes were moist enough. 

Five electrodes were used, with two pairs of electrodes. Two sets contained the red and the 

white colored electrodes. Red colored electrodes gave the signal for a negative voltage, while 

white electrodes transferred positive voltage. At first the two pairs of electrodes had been set, 

measuring either vertical (EOGv) or horizontal (EOGh) eye movement directions. EOGv got 

a signal from the set of electrodes placed on the left side of the corner of the left eye and the 

other electrode placed on the right side of the corner of the right eye. EOGh got a signal from 

a set of electrodes placed above the left eye; one electrode placed on the top on the forehead 

and one below the eye, on the participant’s cheek. Black electrode was a neutral, ground 

electrode, which was placed behind participant’s ear and placed last (figure 6, 7). 
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 Figure 6: Placement of the electrodes, view 1                   Figure 7: Placement of the electrodes, view 2 

Once the electrodes were placed correctly, the participant’s head and facial muscles had to be 

stable in order to get proper electrode’s contact. Therefore, prior the head placement, we 

asked each participant to remove any objects that could cause movement of facial muscles, 

such as a mint or a gum. We kindly asked each participant to place his or her head and chin in 

a comfortable and stable position and remain as still as possible, while we ran the experiment 

(figure 8). When the electrode placement and the stabilization were completed, we proceed 

with the experiment. 

 

Figure 8: Position of the participant 

Subjects were given a one minute test trial task to get familiar with the procedure. The 

experiment consisted of four trials, each consisting of two-minute video parts. Each 

participant has seen four movies, four times; 16 movies in total. Movies were displayed in no 

particular order, therefore the movie selection was random. Detailed descriptive statistics 

across movies is described in appendix III, Table 1. It also shows how many times 

participants saw each movie. As mentioned earlier, we projected movies from surveillance 

cameras of a European metropolitan underground station. Before each trial was the calibration 

phase, which represented simple stimuli displayed sequentially at far corners of the viewing 

region (Duchowski, 2007). Calibration phases were needed for readjustment of the EOG’s 

signal into a baseline zero. The EOG operated in three ways: reset, calibration and run 

(Duchowski, 2007). For stimuli we used five white dots displayed on the black screen. While 

the signal was calibrating, the subject needed to look constantly at the middle dot (reset 

mode). Later the dot started to move and it appeared in each of the four far corners separately. 

The participant’s task was to follow the moving dot (calibration mode). For the proper 

display, the graphic program had to synchronize these three modes. Adjustment of the EOG 

and graphic program was achieved by a linear mapping of the EOG and graphics window 

coordinates. It was important to have a calibration phase, because without synchronization the 

data returned by the EOG would not be meaningful (Duchowski, 2007). 
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Once we started to run the experiment, we had problems with proper working of the EOG. 

First, we had set only one calibration phase. Calibration occurred before the start of the 

experiment. We had experienced problems with the signal going out of range. We had 

problems with channel 1 measuring vertical eye movements. This may be due to different face 

structures or different types of skin moistures. Between the electrodes that were measuring the 

vertical eye movements, were also greater distances. Long eyelashes (especially with lots of 

mascara application), contact lenses or eyeglasses could cause problems as well. It caused 

problems by providing reflecting surfaces in the scene that could interfere with the EOG 

ability to locate the corneal reflection (Duchowski, 2007). We had adjusted it by adding a 

calibration phase before each movie trial. 
 

7.4.4 PowerLab and LabChart 

 

For detection and position of eye movements, we used AdInstruments package, which 

includes PowerLab, LabChart, three sets of non-invasive electrodes and four pods. PowerLab 

is a data acquisition system, connected to four pods, which are wired to the electrodes. 

LabChart is software, used to display the direction of gazes on the computer (AdInstruments, 

n.d.). With the usage of electrodes, we were measuring a corneo fundal potential. A four 

channel configuration was used, which simultaneously records vertical (EOGv) and horizontal 

(EOGh) eye movements of real time data acquisition. 

 

The LabChart displayed results in graphs and text files. We used two channel configurations 

for display of eye movements. Channel 1 displayed results for EOGh and channel 2 displayed 

EOGv eye movements using two EOG pods. An example of the LabChart two channel 

display can be seen in a figure 9. Sampling rate was set on 100 Hz shown one sample by 

frame. 

 

Figure 9: LabChart two channel display 

7.4.5 Arduino board 

 

We used the Arduino board to synchronize the data with two computers. Arduino is an open-

source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible hardware, with which we can create 

interactive objects or environments (Arduino, 2014). Arduino can sense the environment 

through receiving input from a variety of sensors and can affect its surroundings by 
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controlling lights, motors, and other physical outputs. It can communicate with software 

running on the computer.  We used the Arduino Uno board, which was constructed by hand. 

Its software was downloaded for free from their website. We have downloaded Arduino 1.0.5. 

for Mac OS X. The Arduino has many advantages. It is inexpensive, its software runs on 

Macintosh OSX operating systems, it has a simple and clear programming environment and it 

is easy to use for beginners as well as for advance users (Arduino introduction, 2014). The 

Arduino board that we used for our study can be seen in figures 3 and 4 in the appendix II.  

 

7.4.6 Dense optical flow 

Optical flow is an algorithm used for motion analysis and object tracking. It is describing 

three-dimension structure of the scene and motion of the objects. It is used for motion 

estimation of people and objects in the scene. For our study we used dense optical flow, 

because it computes all the points in the frame (OpenCV, 2014). It is a robotic visual motion 

detection algorithm, important for a computer vision, since the computer does not have an 

innate ability to see environment in a 3D view (Fleet & Weiss, 2006). We programmed our 

experiment in a Python language. We have downloaded and created a library OpenCV, which 

has Python interface and it is focusing on real time applications. Optical flow is calculated by 

Lucas-Kanade method, which computes optical flow for a sparse feature set (OpenCV, 2014). 

Dense optical flow is calculated with Gunner Farneback’s algorithm. For more information 

about the dense optical flow calculation, look at Fleet & Weiss (2006) or go to the OpenCV 

official website.
10

  

 

8 Results and Discussion 

8.1 Movies and motion 

8.1.1 Movies 

First, we wanted to know how much attention was given to each movie. We calculated the 

medians of the variable looking_at across movies. The variable looking_at was obtained for 

each coded behavior in each movie as a moving Gaussian smoother according to the number 

of people that viewed that movie (variable views). Figure 10 shows the distribution of 

medians for this variable. 

                                                           
10 OpenCV website: 

http://docs.opencv.org/trunk/doc/py_tutorials/py_video/py_lucas_kanade/py_lucas_kanade.html#dense-optical-

flow-in-opencv 

http://docs.opencv.org/trunk/doc/py_tutorials/py_video/py_lucas_kanade/py_lucas_kanade.html#dense-optical-flow-in-opencv
http://docs.opencv.org/trunk/doc/py_tutorials/py_video/py_lucas_kanade/py_lucas_kanade.html#dense-optical-flow-in-opencv
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     Figure 10: Boxplot of attention
11

 for movies 

Movies were presented in a random order. There were two upper extremes. First was number 

96, Tornelli camera view (Mdn=7,43) and second was number 67, Tornelli camera view 

(Mdn=6,60). People paid the most attention to the movie number 96, which displayed the hall 

with turnstiles and it included three different coded behaviors. Within the movie people walk 

to a certain direction and the movie contains the following codes: “no event”, “group” and 

“people running”. It displays an interaction among people while in motion, as well as sudden 

event, such as people running. Coded behaviors “group” was coded 7 times and “people 

running” 1 time. These are the behaviors representing human motion, which is a social cue 

with evolutionary importance. The second movie with the highest attention (movie number 

67), included codes as follows: “group”, “change in group size”, “turnstile problems” and “no 

event”. The movies that people paid the least attention to were five different movies. A movie 

numbered 36, Via 1 B camera view (Mnd=0), which included one code “NO”, meaning that 

nothing happened. There were barely any people in the scene and no event happened. A 

movie numbered 116, Via 1 C camera view (Mnd=0) also included only one code “NO” and 

nothing happened in it. However, a movie numbered 102, camera view ASC Atrio2 (Mnd=0) 

included “NO” and behavior “group”. Lastly, a movie numbered 9, ASC Atrio1 (Mnd=0) 

included besides “NO”, coded behaviors “group” and “people running”. Coded behaviors in 

the last movie are similar to the movie numbered 96. Nevertheless, there is a difference in 

how many times a behavior “group” was coded. It was coded 4 times, which is almost half 

times less that the most seen movie. Behavior “people running” was coded the same times. 

Detailed descriptive statistics for all other movies are presented in appendix III, Table 1. 

8.1.2 Motion 

Human motion is a powerful segmentation cue in evolutionary terms, allowing 

communication among people and displaying other people’s intentions and beliefs (Shiffrar, 

                                                           
11

 Attention means the number of times participants looked at each movie (variable looking_at), which has been 

computed as moving Gaussian smoother.  
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2008). Our results showed that the more motion the movie displayed, more attention was 

caught by participants. A correlation among the attention and variable motion has been 

calculated in order to find out if motion brings more interest. Attention means the number of 

times participants looked at each movie (variable looking_at), which has been computed as a 

moving Gaussian smoother. Variable motion is dense optical flow for a frame. The correlation 

between motion and attention is not strong, but the correlation is statistically significant (r = 

0,31; p < 0,001).  

 

 

             Figure 11: Correlation between motion and attention 

This supports our hypothesis, that when there is more motion shown, participants showed 

more interest. Studies from point-light displays of human motion showed that humans are 

able to read from evolutionary important information from human motion. They are capable 

of detecting its identity, gender, read its intentions, actions and vulnerability (Pinto & Shiffrar, 

2009). The capacity to position our interest toward human motion might be innate. Three 

month old infants can detect point-light walker. Two months later, they can detect upright 

walker, pointing out the importance of detecting human motion and indicating that humans 

have innate body schemas for its detection (Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009).  

8.2 Behaviors 

To test the hypotheses, we used non parametric tests, since distribution was skewed. We 

tested for differences, which annotated behaviors captured the highest amount of attention. 

Behavior “left luggage” was coded only once, therefore we combined it with behavior 

“forbidden object”. Variable behavior is the coding scheme for selected behaviors, 

represented in Table 1. 

 

The results showed that a certain part of visual attention is reserved for random scanning of 

the movies, but the attention is not randomly distributed. It concentrates at specific points in 

the movie, where certain behaviors triggered more attention than others. Kruskal-Wallis test 

showed that coded behaviors differ according to gaze time (χ
2
 = 39,05;  p < 0,001). 

Additionally, detailed examination of our results revealed that coded behaviors, which 

brought the most attention, were “forbidden object”, “change in group size” and “group”. The 

median for “forbidden object” is 9.69.; “change in group size” is 5.51, and “group” is 4.97 as 
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it is displayed in the statistical report in the appendix III, Table 2. Coded behaviors “forbidden 

object” and “group” mostly triggered the participants’ attention. Distribution of attention by 

each behavior can be seen in a figure 12. Participants paid attention to the objects that are 

prohibited on the train station, as well as change in group size and groups of people. These 

results are indicating that participants were scanning four movies simultaneously, until they 

were drawn to the areas, which included items that could represent a potential threat or to the 

areas including the most social information. Humans interact with the given environment in 

order to get social information, which is supporting Gibson’s (1966) ecological view. The 

results are supporting our hypothesis that annotated behaviors did capture the attention of the 

participants.  

 

Interesting part is that we coded only seven items as a forbidden object (look at the Table 1) 

and participants looked at them the most. Since the participants were mostly scanning the 

movies until they saw an interesting item, it can be argued that they saw a new object by the 

peripheral vision, which brought their attention. As explained before, an item of interest in the 

periphery view means merely that a person is aware of it and can look at it later (Rymill & 

Dodgson, 2005). Because a forbidden object potentially represents danger, participants who 

saw it in the periphery view, looked at it to get more information (e.g. potential life-

threatening item). It is a stimulus driven by emotional influence. In addition, train station is an 

environment kept under strict surveillance and a larger object in the periphery view could 

represent potential danger that we have to pay attention to. This shows that bottom-up 

processing and top-down processing interact. An automatic reaction to a potentially 

dangerous situation, supported by bottom-up processing is needed for a human to survive. 

Nonetheless, a human needs to be convinced that a real danger is upon him or her. Placing the 

situation in a specific context is stored in cognitive schemas and categories. It is a top-down 

processing.   

 
   Figure 12: Boxplots of attention by behavior

12
 

 

To test if the most attention will be caught by behaviors that involve the most motion 

estimated by the dense optical flow, we have used Kruskal Wallis test. Results from the 

                                                           
12 Abbreviations are explained in Table 1.  
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Kruskal Wallis test showed that the behaviors “group” and “people running” displayed the 

most motion (χ
2
 = 52,36;  p < 0,001). Boxplots in figure 13 demonstrate the results.  

  

 
     Figure 13: Boxplots of motion presented by behavior

13
 

 

Table 2 in the appendix III is showing detailed statistics for motion by behavior. Median for 

behavior “group” is 88.72 and 76.92 for “people running”. Behavior “group” did capture a lot 

of attention, but the most attention was captured by behavior “forbidden object”. Also, 

description of the behavior “group” that we used for codings involve more than two people, 

who can be just talking to each other and not necessary involve motion. Therefore, the results 

showed that motion, measured by dense optical flow, did not have a major impact on 

participants’ attention. The results did not support our hypothesis, which was that people will 

be attracted to the scenes, which will involve the most motion. Behavior “people running” 

involved the most motion, but it did not attract a lot of attention by participants.  
 

8.3 Sex differences 

To test sex differences we used Mann-Whitney U test. Comparing sexes, none of the coded 

behaviors showed statistically significant differences. Sex differences in distribution of 

attention captured by each behavior are displayed in a figure 14. Behavior “forbidden object” 

brought a lot of attention in males, but there were no statistical differences shown (p = 0,165). 

No statistical differences could be because the behavior “forbidden object” has a very small 

sample size (only 7 in each group).  

                                                           
13

 Abbreviations are explained in Table 1. 
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      Figure 14: Boxplots of attention by sex and behavior
14

 

Our hypothesis for sex differences was that females would detect social cues better than men, 

whereas men would be better in threat detection. It was based on hunting-gathering schema, 

which stated that differences among sexes are based on the evolutionary explanation. Our 

male ancestors were hunting animals and protecting their families to ensure the survival. 

Females were taking care for food preparation and raising young infants. Females supposed to 

be better than males in understanding other people’s facial expressions and body posture. 

Women’s ability to read a child’s facial or body expression would enhance their children’s 

survival. However, our results showed no sex differences and did not prove the hypothesis.  

Table 2 in the appendix III represents detailed statistics of attention by sex and behavior.  

The results showing no sex differences are interesting finding. As stated by Ule (2009) 

prototypes are culturally sensitive and cognitive informational processing is under 

sociocultural influences. The study was done in the middle Europe, where the society is 

highly normalized. There is a small difference in detection of coded behavior forbidden 

object. The behavior brought the most attention to males, possibly indicating that males could 

be better in threat detection. Therefore, it would be interesting to do the same study in a 

different culture. We could get different results studying sex differences, because the category 

for male is dominance and aggressiveness (Johnson & Freeman, 2010). Thus, in male 

dominant cultures, males could be significantly showing more interest in behaviors, such as 

“forbidden object”.  

9 Conclusion  

Humans’ cognitive capacity is limited when it comes to handling information in the world. 

The implication of this limitation is that we must select specific items over others when 

processing visual information (Birmingham & Kingstone, 2009). Humans use social cues to 

guide their behavior in dangerous situations, often done without conscious control. Social 

cognition provides guideline for action and the ability to read other’s social cues, such as 

human motion, ensures survival (Adams, et al., 2011). Human motion can indicate whether 

                                                           
14 Abbreviations are explained in Table 1. 
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we are going to approach or avoid another person. It displays the person’s intention. Previous 

work on social attention was limited to static stimuli and laboratory studies. In our 

experiment, we have used dynamic, close to real life stimuli to measure attention in a social 

situation. It is important to use social attention with dynamic close to real life stimuli, 

otherwise richness of the phenomenon can be lost. 

 

The results showed that participants randomly scanned some parts of the movies, but the 

attention is not randomly distributed. Attention is focused only at specific points in movies. 

People scan the environment in order to evaluate the potential behavior of others (Rymill & 

Dodgson, 2005).  Our first hypothesis was based on the presumption that the human motion is 

the basis for recognition and interpretation of social events (Shiffrar, 2008). We hypothesized 

that the more human motion the scene will involve, the more people will pay attention to it. 

The correlation between motion and attention is not strong, but the correlation is statistically 

significant, therefore supporting our hypothesis. Moreover, behaviors with evolutionary 

importance triggered the most attention, such as forbidden object or human motion of the 

people presented in the scene. We supported our second hypothesis, that coded behaviors will 

capture attention. Basic low-levels stimuli, such as human motion, did capture the 

participants’ attention. We studied simple perceptual environment, where the visual 

information was processed by a visual system primary by a bottom-up processing. Top-down 

processing can be as important in processing of social information, assuming it was involved 

in categorizing objects as forbidden in a train station. However, we have not analyzed it in 

detailed, because we have limited our study only on the bottom-up processing. Dense optical 

flow motion measurement was done, to measure if the behaviors involving the most motion, 

would attract most of the attention. This hypothesis was not statistically supported.  
 

Many authors agree that the size of territory roamed by male has been larger than that of 

women for many years and it is supposed to be still true for modern times (Kimura, 2004). 

However, our results showed that there are barely any sex differences. Sex differences in 

cognition have dramatically diminished in recent decades. Traditional hunting gathering 

schema is questioned for modern times, because sex differences in cognition are diminishing. 

Our third hypothesis was not statistically supported, however the results could be different in 

a male dominant culture.  

With our study, we could show that visual attention can be used as a measure for relevance of 

a given scene. The experiment was part of the European VANAHEIM project and the main 

goal was a development of an autonomous stream selection for control rooms. Some of coded 

behaviors were unusual events in the train stations, to which security controllers need to pay 

the most attention. Coded behavior forbidden object is an example of one. Automatic stream 

selection needs to know how to recognize it. For VANAHEIM purposes, we also used dense 

optical flow for motion detection. Security operators have also problems working with “empty 

vs. occupied” scenes and in a much occupied scene, they could easily miss something 

significant. Our approach was used to determine a baseline for behaviors occurring in specific 

settings and for control and reliability scoring of computer vision algorithms (dense optical 

flow).  

The limitation of the study is that we received the behavior coding scheme by VANAHEIM 

consortium, which were focusing mostly on the security based scenarios. Therefore, further 

suggestions are the broader spectrum of coded behaviors and more socially interesting scenes. 

The socially interesting scenes in the movies are the ones that show social interaction, for 

example a couple kissing each other or greeting. We should also define and add the 

measurement for peripheral view and improve methodology, which would involve both 
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bottom-up and top-down processing. Moreover, our sample size is small and more people 

should be involved in the experiment. In addition, the movies should not be displayed 

randomly, but each participant should be exposed to the similar conditions, by observing the 

same movies.   

Further limitation of the study was the issues with the EOG. We had problems with getting a 

proper signal, since it went out of range and could not be reached. The most problems were 

with the channel 1 that was measuring vertical eye movements. We had adjusted it by adding 

a calibration phase before each movie trial and by correcting mistakes. Using this approach 

we gained a lot of new knowledge that could help other researches do further work with it. It 

is a device that is not used enough. It should be used more, because it has a very high spatial 

and temporal resolution and it is an inexpensive device. 
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11 Appendices 

11.1 Appendix I: Master Thesis Summary in the Slovenian Language 

(Daljši povzetek v slovenskem jeziku) 

 

Merjenje socialne pozornosti s sledenjem pogleda 

 

1 Uvod 

Z našo raziskavo smo se osredotočali na vodilne dejavnike, ki prispevajo k socialni 

pozornosti. Socialna pozornosti je definirana kot proces, s katerim opazovalci izberejo in 

zakodirajo stališča drugih ljudi (Frank, et al., 2011). Večina raziskav s tega področja uporablja 

preproste draţljaje in se izvaja v laboratoriju. S tem se ne izraţa kompleksnost socialne 

interakcije v resničnem svetu. Smatramo, da je potrebno ta pojav podrobneje preučiti. V 

okviru naše študije smo za merjenje socialne pozornosti uporabili kratke odseke nadzornih 

kamer, ki so vsebovali dinamične draţljaje iz naravnega okolja. Ti draţljaji so odraţali 

kompleksnost socialnega okolja. Naloga udeleţencev je bila, da opazujejo vse zaslone hkrati 

in da se osredotočijo na stvari, ki jim pritegnejo pozornost. Med tem smo z uporabo EOG
15

 

naprave merili smer očesnega pogleda. Raziskava je del evropskega projekta imenovanega 

VANAHEIM.
16

 

2 Teoretična izhodišča 

 

2.1 Vidno zaznavanje 

V vsakdanjem ţivljenju smo obdani z veliko vidnimi informacijami. Zaznavanje je za nas 

izjemnega pomena, saj natančno in pravilno vidno zaznavanje omogoča preţivetje (Eysenck 

& Keane, 2010). Je proces organiziranja in interpretacije informacij iz okolja (Myers, 2009). 

Pri procesu zaznavanja povezujemo čutne draţljaje s predhodnimi izkušnjami. Zaznavanje je 

ključ do človekovih izkušenj (Ule, 2009). 

Procesiranje zaznavanja je razdeljeno na dva vidna kognitivna sistema: pristop od spodaj 

navzgor ter pristop od zgoraj navzdol. Pristop od spodaj navzgor opisuje procesiranje, ki se 

prične s čutno zaznavo. Je hiter, nezaveden in avtomatski odziv, ki temelji na čutnih 

dejavnikih (Arvidson, 2006). Gibsonova (1966) teorija o vidnem zaznavanju temelji na tem 

pristopu. Pristop od zgoraj navzdol opisuje procesiranje informaciji preko višjih kognitivnih 

funkcij, kjer je pomemben kontekst. To je zaveden proces, ki temelji na izkušnjah in 

pričakovanjih (Myers, 2009). Gregory (1972) podpira svojo teorijo o vidnem zaznavanju 

preko tega pristopa. Marrova (1982) teorija o vidnem zaznavanju zajema oba pristopa.  

Socialni ključi, ki jih uporabljamo za razlago socialnih dogodkov, naj bi imeli osnovne 

značilnosti draţljajev, kot so spol, hitrost, barva, gibanje telesa in smer pogleda ljudi v 

opazovanem okolju (Shiffrar, 2008). Ti draţljaji so procesirani paralelno in proces zaznavanja 

vsebuje procese, ki jih predeluje vidni kognitivni sistem od spodaj navzgor. Socialna 

kognicija predeluje in skladišči informacije. Človeško zaznavanje je omejeno in je selektiven 

proces. Pri upravljanju z omejenimi sredstvi, nam pomaga kategorizacija, ki je prva stopnja v 

predelavi socialnih informacij (Ule, 2009). Kategorizacije poenostavljajo zaznavo, saj so 

informacije, ki so zbrane v manjše enote. Razvršča dogodke, stvari v različne kategorije (Ule, 

2009). Nejasno določen svet je za človeka potencialno nevaren. Kategorizacija nam zmanjša 
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 EOG je krajšava za napravo im. elektrookulograf. 
16

 VANAHEIM angl.: Video/Audio Networked surveillance system enhAncement through Human-cEntered 

adaptIve Monitoring (VANAHEIM, 2014). Kode so nam posredovali glavni raziskovalci tega projekta. 
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strah pred neznanim, s tem ko razvrstimo podobne draţljaje v podobne in pomenljive 

kategorije in je proces od zgoraj navzdol. Proces od zgoraj navzdol je bil v našem 

eksperimentu marginalno prisoten zaradi enostavnega opazovalnega okolja. Domnevamo pa, 

da je bil prisoten pri kategorizaciji objektov kot prepovedanih. 

2.2 Pozornost 

Vidni sistem se je razvil za evolucijske namene, saj se osredotoča na dejavnike, ki omogočajo 

preţivetje. Socialna pozornost je definirana kot proces, s katerim opazovalci izberejo in 

zakodirajo stališča drugih ljudi (Frank, et al., 2011). Ljudje nenehno uporabljajo socialne 

ključe za usmerjanje vedenja v negotovih ali ţivljenjsko nevarnih situacijah. Socialni ključi, 

ki jih uporabljamo za razlago socialnih dogodkov, naj bi imeli osnovne značilnosti draţljajev, 

kot so spol, hitrost, barva, gibanje telesa in smer pogleda ljudi v opazovanem okolju (Shiffrar, 

2008). Draţljaji so procesirani paralelno in se zato čas vidnega iskanja ne povečuje, tudi če se 

veča število draţljajev, kar je bistvenega pomena pri odkrivanju nevarnosti pred morebitnimi 

sovraţniki ter hkrati omogoča ovrednotenje druţbe (Hoehl, et al., 2008). Ta proces 

zaznavanja vsebuje procese, ki jih predeluje vidni kognitivni sistem od spodaj navzgor 

(Shiffrar, 2008). 

 

Pomemben dejavnik pri razlagi socialnih dogodkov je tudi gibanje telesa, saj izraţa namere 

ljudi. Od človekovega gibanja je odvisno ali bomo k nekomu pristopili ali se ga bomo raje 

izognili, kar je ponovno evolucijskega pomena (Bruce, et al., 1997). Johansson (1973) je 

izvedel obseţne raziskave o značilnih točkah, po katerih prepoznamo gibanje telesa. Ljudje so 

predvsem občutljivi na biološke vzorce premikanja. Razvidno je, da ljudje lahko preko 

uporabe značilnih točk prepoznajo spol, identiteto, čustva in dejanja subjekta v gibanju (Pinto 

& Shiffrar, 2009). 

 

2.3 Razlike med spoloma 

Kognitivne razlike med spoloma so majhne, vendar naj bi obstajale in bi jih lahko opisali 

preko tradicionalne lovsko-nabiralne evolucijske sheme. Naši predniki so ţiveli v druţbi, kjer 

so za preţivetje lovili ţivali ter nabirali hrano (Kimura, 1999). Darwinova (1859) evolucijska 

teorija pravi, da okolje posamezniku »dodeli« lastnosti, ki mu omogočijo preţivetje (Kimura, 

1999). Moški in ţenske so ţiveli vzajemno, vendar so jim bile dodeljene različne lastnosti. 

Ker so bili moški fizično močnejši, so imeli vlogo lovca. Bili so odgovorni za izdelavo oroţja, 

s katerim so ščitili svojo skupnost pred plenilci. Ţenske so bile odgovorne za nabiranje hrane 

v okolici doma, pripravo hrane, ureditev doma ter skrb za potomce. Taka porazdelitev dela je 

lahko vplivala na razlike med spoloma. Moški so razvili sposobnost navigacije in 

prepoznavanja nevarnosti. Ţenske so razvile sposobnost odkrivanja malih sprememb, kot so 

spremembe doma ter prepoznavo človeških namenov preko gibanja. S tem so sebi in svojim 

potomcem zagotovile preţivetje (Kimura, 1999). 

Čeprav nekateri raziskovalci dvomijo v tradicionalno shemo, dandanašnje raziskave trdijo, da 

so ţenske bolj socialno usmerjene kot moški (Alwall, et al., 2010). Anderson, et al. govori o 

študijah, ki so pokazale, da so ţenske bolj odzivne na socialne ključe kot moški (Anderson, et 

al., 2013). Proverbio, et al. (2008) opisujejo, da se ţenske bolj odzovejo na prizore, ki 

vsebujejo ljudi (Alwall, et al., 2010). 

3 Cilji, hipoteze in raziskovalna vprašanja 

Namen raziskave je ugotoviti, kateri dejavniki prevladujejo pri socialni pozornosti. Večina 

raziskav na področju socialne pozornosti ne odraţa kompleksnosti draţljajev iz naravnega 
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okolja. Izvedene so z uporabo preprostih draţljajev v laboratoriju. Pri naši raziskavi smo 

uporabili kompleksne draţljaje iz naravnega okolja. 

Prvo raziskovalno vprašanje je ali v dani socialni situaciji pritegne človeško gibanje največ 

pozornosti. Naša hipoteza temelji na predpostavki, da naj bi bila osnova za prepoznavo in 

interpretacijo socialnih dogodkov človeško gibanje (Shiffrar, 2008). Udeleţenci bodo več 

pozornosti posvečali filmom, kjer bo prikazano človeško gibanje. 

Merili smo tudi, kaj pritegne našo pozornost v socialnem okolju in katere socialne ključe 

zaznajo moţgani, da pojasnijo socialni dogodek. Ti ključi naj bi bili odvisni od evolucijsko 

pomembnih dejavnikov (npr. telesno gibanje) (Shiffrar, 2008). Vodje projekta VANAHEIM 

so izdelali kode vedenj. Hipoteza je, da naj bi kodirana vedenja pritegnila pozornost v 

socialnem okolju. Največ pozornosti naj bi pritegnila vedenja, ki vsebujejo največ gibanja 

merjenega z uporabo računalniškega vida, im. gost optični pretok (angl. »dense optical 

flow«).  

Zanimalo nas je, če pri merjenju socialne pozornosti obstajajo razlike med spoloma. Naša 

zadnja hipoteza pravi, da bodo ţenske bolj dovzetne za prepoznavo socialnih ključev in moški 

naj bi bili bolj pozorni za prepoznavanje nevarnosti (Kimura 1999). 

4 Metoda 

Naredili smo kvantitativno raziskavo. Vrsta raziskovalne metode je laboratorijski 

eksperiment. Kodirali smo deset vedenj, ki so bila razdeljena po sledečih kategorijah:  

1. otroci (sami ali brez nadzora odraslih) ali invalidi  

2. sprememba v obliki skupine 

3. prepovedan predmet 

4. skupina 

5. zapuščena prtljaga 

6. postopanje naokoli (pohajkovanje)  

7. tek 

8. problemi pri vstopu na postajo (problemi z vstopnico, ipd.) 

9. padec 

10. konflikt 

 

Kode smo zakodirali na vseh posnetkih. Bilo je 150 odlomkov in vsak je trajal dve minuti. Po 

opravljenem eksperimentalnem delu raziskave smo primerjali naše kode s smerjo pogleda 

vseh udeleţencev. 

 

4.1 Vzorec udeležencev 

Vzorčenje je bilo priloţnostno. Povprečna starost udeleţencev je bila 24 let (SD=4).  

Udeleţenec je bil lahko vsak, ki se je nahajal v prostorih študentskega centra Althanstraße I in 

II na Dunaju. Testirali smo 100 udeleţencev, razdeljenih na 50 udeleţencev in 50 udeleţenk. 

4.3 Postopek raziskave 

Raziskava se je izvajala v prostorih antropološkega oddelka na Univerzi na Dunaju. Za 

namene raziskave smo uporabili dva računalnika. Prvi je imel zaslon povezan s projektorjem, 

s pomočjo katerega so se na platnu prikazala štiri okna s kratkimi posnetki kamer z  

ţelezniške postaje. Drug računalnik smo uporabili za izpis EOG rezultatov. 

Udeleţenci so opazovali posnetke vedenja ljudi na metropolitanski ţelezniški postaji. 

Odlomki so predstavljeni naključno v dvo minutnih sekvencah, štirikrat zapored. Skupno so 
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gledali 16 posnetkov. Naloga udeleţencev je bila, da opazujejo vsa okna hkrati ter se 

osredotočijo na stvari, ki jim pritegnejo pozornost. Med tem smo z uporabo EOG naprave 

merili smer očesnega pogleda. 

4.4 Merski instrumentarij 

Za namen raziskave sta bili uporabljeni dve napravi. Uporabili smo elektrookulograf (EOG) 

in elektronsko tablico imenovano Arduino. EOG je naprava, ki meri smer očesnega pogleda 

preko retinalnega dipola. Meri se sprememba dipola in z analizo teh sprememb se lahko sledi 

očesnim premikom. Signal se pridobiva preko dveh parov elektrod, ki sta prilepljeni na 

nasprotnih straneh udeleţenčevih oči ter preko dodatne referenčne elektrode. En par elektrod 

meri navpične premike (EOGh), drugi vodoravne (EOGv) (Bulling, et al., 2010). Elektrode so 

povezane z napravo imenovano PowerLab, kjer se z uporabo programa LabChart merijo in 

izpisujejo rezultati (AdInstruments, n.d.
17

). Arduino tablica je bila uporabljena za 

sinhronizacijo podatkov med dvema računalnikoma. Gibanje vedenj smo merili z uporabo 

računalniškega vida, algoritma im. gost optični pretok (angl. »dense optical flow«). 

4.5 Obdelava podatkov 

Primerjali smo kodirana vedenja s smerjo pogleda vseh udeleţencev ter razlike v pozornosti 

med spoloma. Za analizo rezultatov smo uporabili neparametrične teste (Kruskal-Wallis test 

in Mann-Whitney test). 

5 Rezultati 

Pearsonova korelacijska je sicer statistično značilna in nakazuje šibko povezanost med 

človeškim gibanjem in generalnim interesom (r = 0,31, p < 0,001). 

Kruskal-Wallis test je pokazal, da so razlike med kodiranimi vedenji v povezavi s časom 

očesnega pogleda statistično značilne (χ
2
 = 39,05;  p < 0,001).  Kodirana vedenja, ki so 

pritegnila največ pozornosti so bila v sledečem vrstnem redu. Najbolj gledano vedenje je bilo 

»prepovedani predmeti«, nato »sprememba v obliki skupine« ter »skupina«. Mediana za 

vedenje »prepovedane predmete« je 9.69, za vedenje »sprememba v obliki skupine« je 5.51 

ter za vedenje »skupina« je 4.97. Kruskal Wallis test je pokazal, da sta vedenji »skupina« in 

»tek« vsebovali največ gibanja merjenega z uporabo algoritma (χ
2
 = 52,36;  p < 0,001). Druge 

hipoteze nismo statistično potrdili, ker vedenja, ki so vsebovala največ gibanja, niso pritegnila 

največ pozornosti.  

Mann-Whitney test smo uporabili za primerjavo med spoloma. Test je pokazal, da med 

spoloma ni statistično značilnih razlik.  

6 Diskusija  

Ljudje imamo omejene sposobnosti pri obdelavi informacij. Posledično moramo pri obdelavi 

vidnih informacijah izbrati posamezne predmete pred drugimi. Udeleţenci so naključno 

skenirali opazovano okolje, vendar so naši rezultati pokazali, da pozornost ni naključno 

porazdeljena. Korelacija med gibanjem in pozornostjo je statistično značilna ter potrdi našo 

prvo hipotezo, ki pravi, da je gibanje človeka osnova za prepoznavo in interpretacijo socialnih 

dogodkov. Udeleţenci so usmerili svojo pozornost na evolucijsko pomembne draţljaje, kot so 

namere subjektov na video posnetku, ki izraţajo potencialno nevarnost.  

Drugo hipotezo, da bodo kodirana vedenja pritegnila pozornost smo statistično potrdili. 

Vendar hipoteza, da bodo vedenja, ki vsebujejo največ gibanja pritegnila največ pozornosti ni 

                                                           
17

 Krajšava n.d. pomeni, da ni datuma publikacije. 
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bila statistično značilna. Pri vedenju »skupina« je bilo prikazanega veliko človeškega gibanja, 

ampak ni bilo največ pogledov na to vedenje. Največ pozornosti je pritegnilo vedenje 

»prepovedan objekt«. Naš eksperiment ima enostavno zaznavno okolje, kjer je zaznavna 

informacija obravnavana primarno preko pristopa od spodaj navzgor. Pristop od zgoraj 

navzdol ima vlogo pri obravnavi socialne informacij (npr. kategorizacija). Domnevamo, da je 

bil pristop od zgoraj navzdol prisoten pri kategorizaciji objektov kot prepovedanih. Vendar 

nismo podrobneje analizirali kakšna je vloga pristopa od zgoraj navzdol, saj smo se omejil na 

pristop od spodaj navzgor.  

Naši rezultati so pokazali, da ni razlik med spoloma pri socialni pozornosti. Rezultati niso 

potrdili naše zadnje hipoteze, ki pravi, da bodo ţenske bolj pozorne na ključe s socialnim 

pomenom ter da bodo moški bolj pozorni na zaznavo potencialne nevarnosti. Razlike med 

spoloma so zanemarljive.  

7 Zaključek 

Prispevek raziskave k teoriji je razširitev področja socialne pozornosti preko preučevanja 

posnetkov, ki odsevajo kompleksnost socialne interakcije v resničnem svetu. Praktični namen 

raziskave je razvoj samostojnega vsebinsko zasnovanega senzornega sistema za nadzorne 

sobe (VANAHEIM, n.d.). 
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11.2 Appendix II: Methodology 

11.2.1 Figure 1 and 2: The floor plan 

 

 

Figure 1: The hall 

 

Figure 2: The platform 

11.2.2 An example of confusion matrix 

Observer B - matched, different, nocode , Sum , Freq: 902 278 48 1228! 

GP 804 113 36 953 412! 

LS 29 55 4 88 36! 

CS 28 48 0 76 28! 

FO 5 18 1 24 9! 

TS 1 13 0 14 6! 

PR 8 12 0 20 7! 

NO 24 5 7 36 34! 

CD 2 10 0 12 4! 

LL 1 4 0 5 1! 

NC 0 0 0 0 0! 

############################################## CONFUSION MATRIX!  

[[ 804. 16. 41. 11. 9. 29. 0. 5. 2. 84.]! 
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[ 46. 29. 5. 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. 0. 5.]! 

[ 41. 4. 28. 0. 1. 2. 0. 0. 0. 6.]! 

[ 18. 0. 0. 5. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.]! 

[ 10. 0. 2. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1.]! 

[ 9. 1. 2. 0. 0. 8. 0. 0. 0. 15.]! 

[ 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 24. 0. 0. 0.]! 

[ 6. 1. 1. 0. 0. 2. 0. 2. 0. 0.]! 

[ 2. 0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.]! 

[ 36. 4. 0. 1. 0. 0. 7. 0. 0. 0.]]! 

 

11.2.3 The keyboard for the Virtual Screening program 

 

Keyboard Index 

a.) STA: start 

b.) Q: quit the program 

c.) Spacebar: pause or resume 

d.) B: back 

e.) F: fast 

f.) F2: really fast 

g.) CRT: a correct mode, when it is activated, it shows “CRT” on the upper left corner. It 

will stop at all coded behaviors. Pressing DEL will delete the code, pressing CON will 

continue. 

From a key a to ä are the following behavior codes 

Key “a” is left luggage, “s” is groups, “d” is change in group size, “f” is conflict or vandalism, 

“g” is loitering or standing around, “h” is falling, “j” is children or disabled people, “k” is 

running, “l” is for forbidden objects, and a key “ö” is turnstile problem. 

11.2.4 Figure 3 and 4: Arduino board 

Image 3, circled green, is Arduino board location for the purpose of our study. Image 4 shows 

the wired Arduino board we used for our study. 
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        Figure 3: Location of Arduino board                                     Figure 4: Wired Arduino board 
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11.3 Appendix III: Results 

11.3.1 

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics for movies  

VSN Movie Codes Attention (N=1190) Motion (N=595) Viewsa 

      Mdn IQR Mdn IQR No. 

1 

x-0-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-03T07_00_01-

3104480 GP , CS , LS , NO 3.84 5.10 22.03 13.03 7 

2 x-1-Tornelli-2011-01-29T18_00_01-3493434 GP , CS , LS , NO 4.49 3.39 40.63 48.85 15 

3 
x-10-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-01T07_00_01-
3496309 GP , PR , NO 3.86 4.05 158.97 221.59 14 

4 

x-100-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-02T20_00_00-

29036 GP , CS , LS , NO 4.44 5.61 19.75 32.32 8 

5 
x-101-Via2B_DOD-2011-01-31T09_00_01-
1255592 GP , NO 4.74 5.82 48.31 82.21 10 

6 

x-102-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-02T20_00_00-

2952441 GP , NO 0.00 2.77 9.49 5.47 4 

7 
x-103-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-02T09_00_00-
263152 NO 3.07 3.52 7.57 17.80 9 

8 

x-104-Tornelli-2011-01-31T20_00_00-

2822539 GP , NO 3.58 3.79 6.68 7.94 16 

9 
x-105-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-29T16_00_01-
6334246 GP , NO 3.63 5.33 14.61 18.40 9 

10 

x-106-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-02T18_00_00-

50831 GP , NO 4.53 7.06 19.78 17.63 8 

11 
x-107-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-30T18_00_01-
66557 GP , NO 2.83 5.61 16.85 12.81 8 

12 

x-108-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-30T16_00_01-

66452 GP , CS , CD , PR , NO 3.61 3.89 23.14 18.61 10 

13 
x-109-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-29T18_00_01-
2818941 GP , NO 4.10 3.61 60.93 28.33 14 

14 

x-11-Via2B_DOD-2011-01-30T16_00_00-

4800144 NO 2.98 2.21 4.26 4.06 15 

15 
x-110-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-02T16_00_00-
28041 GP , CS , PR , NO 4.84 3.60 22.98 15.77 9 

16 

x-111-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-01T18_00_01-

2354356 GP , PR , NO 1.78 4.58 114.09 95.88 6 

17 
x-112-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-02T07_00_00-
3849525 GP , NO 4.20 3.47 52.16 44.46 15 

18 

x-113-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-30T18_00_00-

4764904 GP , NO 4.38 3.57 14.36 36.90 13 

19 
x-114-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-28T07_00_01-
44110 GP , CS , NO 3.71 1.86 13.97 9.24 15 

20 

x-115-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-01T07_00_01-

52685 GP , NO 3.60 3.50 20.00 14.19 14 

21 
x-116-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-31T20_00_00-
2220840 NO 0.00 2.15 31.52 17.72 3 

22 

x-117-Tornelli-2011-02-03T16_00_01-

2156633 GP , TS , NO 5.78 4.30 79.90 55.54 7 

23 
x-118-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-31T18_00_00-
502402 NO 4.15 3.27 3.88 4.46 14 

24 

x-119-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-03T16_00_01-

20525 GP , NO 2.11 3.32 17.85 10.30 7 

25 
x-12-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-28T09_00_01-
462285 GP , NO 2.91 7.58 81.10 164.93 6 

26 

x-120-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-29T09_00_01-

5362379 GP , NO 3.19 5.30 26.46 56.85 7 

27 
x-121-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-28T09_00_01-
1905788 GP , NO 4.38 4.66 136.75 254.63 12 

28 

x-122-Bigliettatrice1-2011-02-02T09_00_00-

62879 GP , CS , NO 3.35 4.85 53.23 46.32 8 

29 

x-123-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-29T09_00_01-

4510443 GP , NO 3.40 2.21 42.63 13.62 13 

30 

x-124-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-30T07_00_01-

60316 NO 3.32 2.73 9.46 7.35 18 

31 x-125-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-31T16_00_01- GP , PR , NO 5.44 3.26 164.75 183.43 14 
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4325390 

32 
x-126-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-30T09_00_00-
4470829 GP , CS , NO 3.65 2.85 24.59 7.59 13 

33 

x-127-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-29T18_00_01-

12623 GP , CD , FO , LS , NO 5.87 4.15 64.34 51.80 12 

34 
x-128-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T20_00_00-
145801 GP , NO 1.90 3.63 10.32 94.65 8 

35 

x-129-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-31T18_00_00-

4049086 PR , NO 1.63 2.46 3.01 4.55 10 

36 
x-13-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T18_00_00-
6346767 GP , NO 2.68 3.48 7.93 63.58 13 

37 

x-130-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-29T09_00_01-

2307037 NO 1.76 2.45 9.93 7.97 13 

38 
x-131-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-28T18_00_01-
50082 GP , LS , PR , NO 4.11 3.23 104.72 81.69 20 

39 

x-132-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-02T16_00_00-

5206027 GP , NO 3.80 4.57 41.91 69.69 9 

40 

x-133-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-29T07_00_01-

23445 GP , FO , PR , NO 2.64 3.29 11.82 9.20 7 

41 

x-134-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-31T07_00_01-

6567886 GP , NO 5.60 3.41 117.90 143.10 25 

42 

x-135-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-29T16_00_01-

240667 GP , NO 3.22 3.17 15.54 53.78 18 

43 

x-136-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-28T16_00_01-

5279458 PR , NO 2.84 2.87 6.16 21.10 14 

44 

x-137-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-30T07_00_00-

1582706 NO 2.92 2.56 3.42 4.70 17 

45 

x-138-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-28T18_00_01-

687435 GP , NO 5.45 4.32 48.35 57.76 12 

46 

x-139-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-30T07_00_00-

3487931 NO 2.38 2.19 6.93 8.30 14 

47 

x-14-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-30T18_00_01-

4378968 GP , FO , NO 5.13 2.81 43.22 14.80 12 

48 

x-140-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

3773688 GP , PR , NO 4.53 4.07 104.23 175.84 14 

49 

x-141-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

3322306 GP , NO 3.70 2.43 24.82 8.59 16 

50 

x-142-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-02T16_00_00-

5539195 GP , LS , NO 5.88 3.86 90.73 95.67 11 

51 
x-143-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-02T20_00_00-
3412071 NO 2.61 2.81 4.88 2.94 9 

52 

x-144-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

4107771 NO 4.34 3.24 13.71 50.74 17 

53 
x-145-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-03T07_00_01-
27848 GP , LS , NO 2.74 2.39 11.88 7.33 15 

54 

x-146-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-28T18_00_01-

6842575 GP , NO 2.37 3.62 77.23 119.24 11 

55 
x-147-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-01T07_00_01-
990213 GP , PR , NO 4.09 3.95 20.95 76.85 14 

56 

x-148-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-02T09_00_00-

3481034 GP , NO 5.86 3.30 31.51 11.94 14 

57 
x-149-Via2A_DOD-2011-02-02T18_00_00-
2931191 GP , NO 5.44 3.10 93.84 50.05 20 

58 

x-15-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-02T18_00_00-

185758 GP , NO 2.60 2.94 27.68 20.25 12 

59 

x-16-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-28T16_00_01-

5307625 GP , CS , NO 5.36 4.82 119.08 136.09 10 

60 

x-17-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-28T20_00_01-

2853146 PR , NO 3.29 4.91 5.30 3.75 7 

61 
x-18-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-01T07_00_01-
1170670 GP , LS , NO 3.45 4.38 22.08 80.53 12 

62 

x-19-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-02T20_00_00-

139041 NO 3.18 2.43 9.11 6.20 18 

63 
x-2-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-30T09_00_00-
6808832 GP , NO 4.66 4.47 23.79 47.84 7 

64 

x-20-Bigliettatrice1-2011-02-02T09_00_00-

346179 GP , CS , NO 3.47 2.49 33.86 39.17 22 

65 
x-21-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-01T07_00_01-
657741 GP , CS , LS , PR , NO 4.34 4.42 17.85 12.42 14 

66 x-22-Tornelli-2011-02-02T07_00_00-4798752 GP , PR , NO 4.72 3.72 51.05 47.87 13 

67 

x-23-Via2B_DOD-2011-01-29T20_00_01-

443386 GP , NO 3.44 3.02 8.81 11.15 15 
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68 

x-24-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-28T20_00_01-

176303 GP , CS , LS , NO 3.20 6.54 31.88 24.84 6 

69 

x-25-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-02T07_00_00-

560933 GP , NO 3.39 4.03 33.50 62.20 13 

70 

x-26-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T07_00_01-

6380411 NO 3.77 2.98 5.19 4.13 16 

71 

x-27-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-31T20_00_00-

137912 GP , LS , NO 2.60 2.43 12.16 9.04 19 

72 

x-28-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

259327 GP , CS , LS , PR , NO 4.72 3.43 28.09 22.16 12 

73 x-29-Tornelli-2011-01-31T07_00_01-6301037 GP , PR , TS , NO 3.58 4.93 48.40 34.69 7 

74 

x-3-Via2B_DOD-2011-02-02T20_00_00-

2674935 GP , NO 1.13 3.35 16.07 36.32 10 

75 x-30-Tornelli-2011-01-29T09_00_01-2231975 GP , NO 4.28 4.10 20.74 28.17 8 

76 
x-31-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-28T07_00_01-
1112901 GP , NO 4.24 2.84 58.21 20.05 17 

77 

x-32-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-29T09_00_01-

121016 GP , NO 0.00 2.88 4.96 9.65 4 

78 
x-33-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-02T07_00_00-
3802945 GP , NO 5.12 5.54 76.18 170.86 12 

79 

x-34-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-28T16_00_01-

3240318 GP , PR , NO 4.05 5.74 54.88 80.28 6 

80 x-35-Tornelli-2011-01-29T20_00_01-500256 GP , CS , TS , NO 3.98 3.69 30.08 37.73 15 

81 
x-36-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-01T20_00_01-
228339 NO 0.00 2.34 3.03 3.86 3 

82 

x-37-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-29T22_00_01-

159272 GP , NO 1.87 3.87 10.05 9.49 6 

83 
x-38-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-29T22_00_01-
2247212 NO 2.26 3.57 2.79 3.53 8 

84 

x-39-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-31T09_00_01-

2533103 GP , NO 2.60 2.89 3.64 7.43 14 

85 
x-4-Via2A_DOD-2011-02-01T18_00_01-
3802164 GP , NO 4.76 3.15 80.93 39.97 12 

86 

x-40-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-29T18_00_01-

4290909 GP , PR , NO 3.84 3.72 57.01 42.92 13 

87 

x-41-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-03T07_00_01-

304359 GP , PR , NO 3.57 3.70 55.04 87.14 13 

88 

x-42-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-28T20_00_01-

146794 GP , LS , NO 3.55 3.87 41.22 50.07 14 

89 
x-43-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-29T07_00_00-
1911036 GP , NO 2.69 6.11 14.68 106.75 6 

90 

x-44-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T09_00_01-

4993681 GP , PR , NO 1.71 3.62 6.25 37.57 6 

91 x-45-Tornelli-2011-01-31T20_00_00-2926648 GP , PR , NO 4.23 3.49 7.31 11.14 12 

92 
x-46-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-31T09_00_01-
7032022 GP , PR , NO 2.94 3.80 7.50 67.73 12 

93 

x-47-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-31T07_00_01-

564061 GP , NO 1.60 4.93 37.36 38.19 5 

94 
x-48-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-31T18_00_00-
6616597 GP , NO 3.64 2.86 19.73 79.16 20 

95 

x-49-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-28T09_00_01-

3067863 GP , PR , NO 4.38 4.74 90.04 170.09 11 

96 x-5-Tornelli-2011-01-31T16_00_01-3603619 GP , CS , FO , PR , TS , NO 5.66 3.84 88.72 48.84 12 

97 

x-50-Via2B_DOD-2011-01-28T20_00_01-

610341 GP , CS , PR , NO 3.21 4.34 20.86 28.89 10 

98 

x-51-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-02T07_00_00-

2257541 GP , FO , NO 3.26 6.99 249.39 152.97 5 

99 

x-52-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-30T09_00_01-

4919156 NO 2.52 4.08 36.10 12.92 9 

100 

x-53-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-01T20_00_01-

2250017 GP , NO 3.46 5.10 15.36 64.65 13 

101 x-54-Tornelli-2011-01-31T09_00_01-3265040 GP , PR , NO 2.89 4.08 36.52 33.97 6 

102 

x-55-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T20_00_00-

1684473 GP , CS , NO 3.99 5.12 7.56 47.29 13 

103 
x-56-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-28T16_00_01-
76969 NO 2.99 6.72 7.58 24.17 5 

104 

x-57-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-30T18_00_00-

2135373 GP , NO 2.57 3.92 27.75 63.24 12 

105 
x-58-Via2B_DOD-2011-02-02T16_00_00-
1299693 GP , NO 3.34 3.14 49.16 47.05 11 
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106 

x-59-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T20_00_00-

1802688 GP , PR , NO 3.96 3.56 7.03 42.71 19 

107 

x-6-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-01T20_00_00-

1623509 NO 2.75 4.27 8.80 5.87 9 

108 

x-60-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-30T20_00_00-

293701 GP , CS , NO 3.18 4.03 29.28 30.44 11 

109 

x-61-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-03T09_00_01-

1168506 GP , NO 3.84 5.33 14.57 52.77 11 

110 

x-62-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

3697855 NO 3.73 4.97 13.50 43.30 9 

111 

x-63-Via2B_DOD-2011-02-01T20_00_01-

1162161 NO 4.58 3.71 16.76 41.83 16 

112 

x-64-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

891994 GP , NO 4.42 4.77 10.18 48.97 12 

113 
x-65-Via2B_DOD-2011-02-02T07_00_00-
1169075 LS , NO 3.83 4.85 38.77 43.19 9 

114 

x-66-Bigliettatrice1-2011-02-03T07_00_01-

456873 GP , CS , LS , NO 5.19 2.80 55.48 43.39 21 

115 x-67-Tornelli-2011-01-28T07_00_01-6819027 GP , CS , TS , NO 6.60 4.14 70.08 56.97 10 

116 x-68-Tornelli-2011-01-28T20_00_01-40734 GP , CS , NO 4.34 3.26 42.71 56.00 17 

117 

x-69-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-30T16_00_00-

3273847 GP , PR , NO 3.62 4.62 6.75 34.76 12 

118 
x-7-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-01T16_00_00-
98160 GP , LS , NO 3.10 3.66 36.70 26.27 13 

119 x-70-Tornelli-2011-01-30T09_00_01-1053520 GP , NO 2.57 5.23 11.01 13.33 8 

120 

x-71-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-29T07_00_01-

5894507 NO 3.44 5.88 55.60 15.26 8 

121 
x-72-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-29T20_00_01-
3958710 NO 2.60 4.87 1.83 2.12 4 

122 

x-73-Via1C_DOD-2011-01-29T18_00_01-

1018941 GP , NO 4.16 3.25 39.47 55.52 26 

123 
x-74-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-02T16_00_00-
2447373 GP , NO 3.28 2.73 27.85 65.26 15 

124 

x-75-Via2B_DOD-2011-01-28T07_00_01-

2181773 GP , LS , NO 3.57 4.30 34.02 42.03 13 

125 

x-76-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-02T16_00_00-

6724310 NO 3.73 3.78 3.97 44.44 12 

126 

x-77-Bigliettatrice1-2011-02-01T20_00_00-

340639 NO 4.28 5.18 14.25 10.91 8 

127 
x-78-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-01T07_00_01-
5072349 GP , PR , NO 4.05 5.95 122.20 249.56 7 

128 

x-79-ASC_Atrio2-2011-01-31T07_00_01-

6746456 GP , NO 4.15 4.20 60.68 174.97 10 

129 
x-8-ASC_Atrio2-2011-02-01T20_00_01-
675325 NO 4.43 3.66 38.06 89.43 11 

130 

x-80-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-29T18_00_01-

5628772 GP , FO , NO 4.10 4.73 56.56 29.45 10 

131 
x-81-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-01T18_00_01-
4994695 GP , PR , NO 4.24 3.82 59.30 108.56 17 

132 

x-82-Via1B_DOD-2011-01-29T07_00_01-

3585344 NO 3.69 7.36 16.72 25.52 5 

133 
x-83-Bigliettatrice1-2011-02-01T20_00_00-
612600 GP , CS , NO 3.22 3.19 33.92 25.30 12 

134 

x-84-ASC_Atrio1-2011-02-01T09_00_01-

5994245 GP , CS , NO 3.68 3.67 123.03 106.79 12 

135 
x-85-Via2A_DOD-2011-01-28T20_00_01-
1123271 GP , NO 3.75 3.45 53.91 12.72 10 

136 

x-86-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-28T07_00_01-

157599 GP , CS , LS , NO 4.23 4.42 34.87 26.24 8 

137 
x-87-Bigliettatrice2-2011-01-29T16_00_01-
562618 GP , LS , NO 2.65 2.68 21.01 15.27 16 

138 

x-88-Via2B_DOD-2011-02-02T09_00_00-

5210822 GP , PR , NO 4.68 3.68 32.98 57.67 13 

139 
x-89-Bigliettatrice1-2011-01-29T16_00_01-
323117 GP , CS , NO 3.67 3.34 37.04 32.40 15 

140 

x-9-ASC_Atrio1-2011-01-28T07_00_01-

5705080 GP , PR , NO 0.00 4.05 167.28 153.93 4 

141 x-90-Tornelli-2011-01-31T07_00_01-1283696 GP , TS , NO 5.41 4.56 63.44 56.06 11 

142 
x-91-Via1C_DOD-2011-02-03T09_00_01-
82311 GP , NO 3.28 3.23 38.51 85.54 17 
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143 x-92-Tornelli-2011-02-02T09_00_00-5058287 GP , PR , NO 3.78 4.85 18.66 30.23 8 

144 x-93-Tornelli-2011-01-28T09_00_01-2770673 GP , CS , CD , FO , PR , TS , NO 5.37 3.97 85.59 60.21 9 

145 
x-94-Bigliettatrice1-2011-02-03T07_00_01-
328441 GP , NO 3.96 3.71 58.35 71.93 14 

146 

x-95-Via2B_DOD-2011-01-28T18_00_01-

5996555 GP , NO 3.99 3.57 9.39 20.02 12 

147 x-96-Tornelli-2011-02-03T07_00_01-6148424 GP , PR , NO 7.43 5.23 77.53 35.18 9 

148 

x-97-Bigliettatrice2-2011-02-02T20_00_00-

235682 GP , NO 2.96 4.92 10.04 8.28 5 

149 x-98-Tornelli-2011-02-02T16_00_00-1000937 GP , LS , NO 4.37 7.05 44.44 58.23 4 

150 
x-99-Via1B_DOD-2011-02-03T07_00_01-
1153325 GP , CS , NO 3.72 5.58 14.71 60.48 6 

a 
Variable view means how many times each movie was seen by participants 

11.3.2 

Table 2 

Descriptive statistics of attention and motion by behavior (Mdn=median, IQR=interquaritle range) 

Behavior Attention Motion 

  All Female Male     

  Mdn IQR Mdn IQR Mdn IQR Mdn IQR 

GP 4.97 2.68 5.43 2.60 4.95 3.26 88.72 102.11 

CS 5.51 2.99 5.00 2.36 5.36 3.71 50.89 105.40 

CD 6.06 4.10 6.42 3.60 5.70 4.61 87.48 46.35 

FO 9.69 3.66 6.89 4.27 12.32 6.63 55.74 26.48 

LS 3.65 2.46 3.54 2.60 3.40 2.98 30.09 33.17 

PR 4.21 3.68 4.33 3.21 4.09 4.17 76.92 84.14 

TS 3.94 1.59 4.52 1.27 3.26 1.85 70.06 35.04 

NO 4.09 1.23 4.24 1.10 3.97 1.26 43.13 40.20 

 


